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Abstract 

Theoretical studies based on density functional theory have been conducted to 

investigate the activation of single site olefin polymerisation catalyst precursors by different 

co-catalysts and activators, leading to the formation of ion-pairs. Pre-catalysts that have 

been investigated include mono-cyclopentadienyl, constrained geometry and the bis- 

cyclopentadienyl systems, the activator considered in these cases being the co-catalyst 

B(CgFg)3. Solvent effects have been incorporated, with toluene being used as the solvent 

and the forrnation of sandwiched, solvent separated ion-pair species has been considered. 

The analogous olefin separated ion-pair species have also been investigated for these 

systems and the relative ease of formation of such species for each of the ion-pair systems 

has been evaluated. Based on the results, it has been concluded that the bis- 

cyclopentadienyl systems would be the most effective catalysts-The relative abilities of 

different boron and aluminium based co-catalysts, and systems of the type [CPh3+][A-1, in 

activating the pre-catalyst [(1,2Me2Cp)~ZrMe2] have been investigated. After the 

formation of the ion-pair, partial dissociation leading to the formation of solvent (toluene) 

separated ion-pairs, has been considered the most favourable in each case, in contrast to the 

total dissociation of the ions. From the results, the [CPh3+][A-] type systems have been 

found to be the best activators. The ease of activation has been found to improve with the 

increase in the polarity of the solvent. The possibility of the co-catalyst, pre-catalyst, 

solvent and trimethyl-aluminium (TMA), competing with the counterion for the vacant site 

in the cationic catalyst, has been considered for the [(l,ZMe2Cp)2ZrMe+]p(C6F5)3CFQl 

system. The pre-catalyst and TMA have been found to form stable, dormant complexes 

with the cation. The stability of these complexes is seen to decrease with the increase in the 

alkyl chain length associated with the catalyst. The formation of dormant sandwiched, 

TMA (or pre-catalyst) separated ion-pairs, analogous to the solvent separated species, is 

also found to be a distinct possibility. A comparison between olefin separated and solvent 

separated ion-pair species for four different ion-pair systems of the type 

[(l92Me2Cp)2ZrMe+] [A-] shows that the formation of olefin separated ion-pair species is 

thermodynamically the more favoured in all the cases. A study of the approach of the 

ethylene monomer towards the [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMef ] [B(CgFg)4-] ion-pair suggests that 

the most favourable approach of the monomer could be from the side opposite to the 

counterion, leading to an S@ type displacement of the counterion from the catalyst. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1.1 Motivations and Objectives 

Single-site homogeneous catalysts have been receiving increasing attention over 

traditional Ziegler-Natta type heterogeneous catalysts. This is primarily due to their 

superior performance in achieving higher stereoselectivity, narrower molecular weight 

distribution, and higher activity. Another advantage is that these systems produce 

structuraliy well defined mononuclear active species. Systematic modification of these 

structures allows for enhanced control over polymer properties. Among the more highly 

active homogenous catalysts are metallocenes and related organometallic compounds 

containing a group 4 transition metal. 

The metallocenes by themselves are not very effective as polymerization catalysts, 

but require activation by a co-catalyst. The general structure of these pre-catalysts contain a 

transition metal center (M) co-ordinated to two ligands (L) and two alkyl groups (R1, R2) : 

{L)2 MRlR2. The co-catalysts are generally Lewis acids whose function is to abstract one 

of the alkyl groups to produce the activated metal catalyst, which is generally accepted1-l1 

to be an electrophilic species with cationic character : {L)2 MR+. The generally accepted 

polymerisation scheme for such systems is shown in Figure 1.1, for the polymerisation of 

ethylene. 
L 

-* 
L 

Figure 1.1 Polymerisation scheme for the insertion of ethylene 



The activation of the dialkyl precatalysts using a variety of co-catalysts such as 

boranes7-11 and aluminum based12-14systems have been investigated experimentally. 

Methylalumoxane (MAO) has been the oldest and the most commonly used co-catalyst in 

industry. There have been experimental investigations conducted to determine the structure 

of M A 0 2 4  and to test the polymerisation activity of model compounds for MAO.5.6 More 

recently lj-21 sdts of carbenium ions have been used successfully as activators. 

En an ideal situation, the cationic catalyst would be readily formed and would then 

proceed to insert the alkene monomer, leading to the formation of the polymer chain. 

However the path to polymerisation may be impeded in several ways. The isolated 

products as well as in situ NMR'Y* studies indicate the formation of a variety of species 

associated with the catalyst, the co-catalyst, the solvent, and the olefin. There is strong 

experimental e ~ i d e n c e ~ l - ~ ~  to suggest that the co-catalyst and solvent have strong effects on 

catalyst activity. A complex equilibrium is established between these species when the 

polymerization is carried out in solution. A possible scheme for this equilibration is 

depicted in Elgure1.2. The activation of the dimethyl pre-catalyst by a Lewis acid can lead 

to the formation of a contact ion-pair in which the co-catalyst is co-ordinated to the metal 

center as s h ~ m  ~ I I  pz&way A of Figure 1.2. Once produced in the reaction mixture, the 

contact ion-pair can dissociate into completely solvated cation and anion such as in path B. 

Alternatively, a molecule of the solvent can interact with the cationic moiety, pushing away 

the anion to form the solvent separated ion-pair as shown in pathway C of Figure 1.2. 

Pathway E indicates that further solvation of such an ion-pair can lead to the formation of a 

solvent complexed cation with the counterion sufficiently far away that no electrostatic 

interaction is possible. In the presence of the olefin, a molecule of the olefin can insert itself 

between the contact ion-pair in a similar fashion to produce the olefin separated ion-pair 

(pathway D). Further dissociation of this ion-pair results in the formation of the olefin 

complexed cation as shown in Pathay F of Figure 1.2. 



[>M<g-Me~ - 

olefin separated ion-pair 

olefin cornplexed cation 

co-ordinatively 
unsaturated cation 

Me 
CL)M<. 

MeA 

contact ion-pair 

solvent separated ion-pair 

solvent complexed cation 

Figure 1.2 Possible reactions of the contact ion-pair under typical polymerization conditions 



Experimental studies10~~-27 have also revealed the possibility of the pre-catalyst, 

co-catalyst and other species present in solution (like himethyl aluminium) competing for 

the vacant cationic site of the catalyst to form dormant complexes. Such dormant complexes 

would have to be dissociated before catalysis can proceed. 

The well defined molecular structure of these metallocene catalysts and their 

analogues allows for more thorough mechanistic studies by theoretical methods. Many 

theoretical studies28-35 have been conducted on the olefin uptake, insertion, and termination 

steps of the polymerization process, but comparatively little have been reported on the first 

step, the activation, and on the insertion process in the presence of the counterion. L a n a  et 

al. 36737 studied the activation of the titanium constrained geometry precatalyst by 

tris(pentafluorophenyI)borane, B(CgFg)3, using ab initio methods. Klesing et a ~ . ~ ~  used 

density functional theory (DFT) to study dimerization and ion-pair formation enthalpies for 

silicon bridged bis-indenyl zirconocenes with a hexarneric 3-D model for MA0 used as co- 

catalyst. Their results demonstrated that the degree of steric bulk on the pre-catalyst can 

influence the way in which M A 0  acts as an activator. Models of M A 0  have also been 

considered by Fusco el a1.39*40 Other investigations include olefin insertion into the 

C12Tih<e(p-C1)2AIH2 ion-pair by ~ernardi.41 

The objective of this thesis is to do a theoretical study using density functional 

theory, of the different processes that occur in solution during the activation process. The 

next chapter deals with the activation of different pre-catalysts of the type {L)2MR2 by the 

co-catalyst B ( C ~ F S ) ~  in toluene and the subsequent effect of the counterion and the solvent 

on the polymerisation process. Chapter 3 details the activation of the catalyst precursor 

(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 by different types of cocatalysts, while the competition among the 

various species present in solution for the vacant site in the (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+ catalyst 

is discussed in Chaper 4. A discussion of the computational method used for this study is 

given below. 



1.2 Computational Details 

The density functional theory calculations were carried out using the Amsterdam Density 

Functional (ADF) program version 2.3.3 developed by Baerends et n1.4245 and vectorized 

by ~ a v e n e k 4 ~  The numerical integration scheme applied was developed by te Velde et 

al.47-48 and the geometry optimization procedure was based on the method of Verslius and 

~ i e g l e r . ~ ~  Geometry optimizations were carried out using the local exchange-correlation 

potential of Vosko el aLS0 without any symmetry constraints. The electronic configurations 

of the molecular systems were described by a triple-< basis set on zirconium for 4s, 4p, 4d 

and 5s, augmented with a ringle 5p polarisation function. A triple-< basis set was also used 

for titanium for 3s, 3p, 3d and 4s, augmented with a 4 p  polarisation function. Double-c 

ST0  basis were used for carbon (2s,2p), hydrogen (1s) and nitrogen (2s,2p), augmented 

with a single 3d polarisation function except for hydrogen where a 2p polarisation function 

was used. A set of auxiliary s,p,d,f and g ST0 functions centred on all nuclei was used to 

fit the molecular density and represent Coulomb and exchange potentials accurately in each 

SCF cycle.51 The gas phase energy difference was calculated by augmenting the local 

density approximation energy with Perdew and Wang's non-local correlation and exchange 

corrections (PWB9 1).52 The energy difference in solution were corrected from the gas 

phase energy by accounting for the solvation energy calculated by the Conductor-like 

Screening Model (COSMO) that has recently been implemented into the ADF 

program.5354 The solvation calculations were performed with the dielectric constant 2.38 

for toluene, 5.71 for chlorobenzene and 9.93 for dichlorobenzene. The radii used for the 

atoms in A were as follows : for hydrogen - 1.16, boron 1.15, carbon 2.0, oxygen 1.5, 

fluorine 1.2, silicon 2.2, titaniun 2.3 and zirconium 2.4. These values were obtained by 

optimization using least-squares fitting to experimental solvation energies. The enthalpies 

(AH) reported in the following sections are potential energy differences without zero 

point corrections or vibrational finite temperature corrections. Such corrections are still too 

expensive to calculate for the size of molecules considered here. We expect these 



corrections to be of the order of * 2-3 kcallmol. The charge distribution study for the ion- 

pair systems in Chapter 2 was carried out by the Hirshfi~eld analysis5536 and in Chapter 3 

was carried out by the Mulliken ~nalysis .573 



Chapter 2 
Activation and Ion-Pair Formation in Group IV Metallocene and 

Related Olefin Polymerization Catalysts : A DFT study 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter investigates the activation of different metallocene based precatalysts of the 

type {L)2MR2 by the the activator, or cocatalyst B(C6F5),. The first step in the catalyst 

activation involves the extraction of the R- group from the precatalyst by B(C6Fg)3. It has been 

experimentally established 1.7-I that this leads to the formation of an alkyl bridged ion-pair 

compound, as shown in equation 2.1 below : 

{L)2m2  + B(C6F5I3 + L~M(R)-(P-R)-B(C~F~)~ + AHipf (2-1) 

AHipf = Enthalpy of ion-pair formation 

The ion-pair thus formed can undergo different reactions in solution with the solvent or 

with the monomer present to give different products, as discussed earlier in Scheme 1.2. These 

reactions will be investigated for each of the catalyst sytems. Based on the stabilities of the 

different complexes formed in solution for each catalyst system, conclusions will be drawn on the 

relative abilities of each of the compounds, {L)zMR2, to act as a polymerisation catalyst. 

The general structures of precatalysts are shown in Figure 2.1: the mono-cyclopentadienyl 

system ([2]1), the constrained geometry system (1212) and the bis-cyclopentadienyl system 

(1213) 



R = alkyl group 

Figure 2.1 General structures for the mono-cyclopentadienyl, constrained geometry and bis- 
cyclopentadienyl cataiyst precursors 

2.2 Results and Discussion 

2.2.1 Catalyst Activation 

The activation of the dimethyl precursors {L)MMe2 by B(C6F5)3 for the three 

classes of catalysts of interest in this study has been examined experimentally. 8,9,59-6 1 These 

studies suggest the formation of a contact ion-pair [{L)MM~]+[M~B(c~F~)~J-  as opposed to 

completely separated ions [{L)MM~]+ and [MeB(C6F5)3]-. The ion-pairs generated from the (1,2- 

Me2C5H3)ZrMe2 and (Me5C5)2ZrMe2 precursors have been characterized by X-ray diffraction 

studies while those generated from (Me5C5)TiMe3 and Me2Si(Me4C5)NE-ITiMe2 have only been 

characterized by solution NMR data. The crystal structures of the substituted zirconocenes show 

that the cationic metal center is bound to the anion via an unsymmetrical Zr-Me-B bridge, the 

Zr-Me (bridging) bond being on average 0.3A longer than the terminal Zr-Me bond while the 

B-Me (bridging) bond is just slightly longer than in the free anion MeB(C6F&-. The geometry 

of these crystal structures were used as models for the starting structure in the optimization 

procedure for the ion-pain in this study. The calculated structures obtained are similar to those of 

the crystal structures. The optimized structure of the pentamethyl zirconocene ion-pair is shown in 

Figure 2.2 and selected bond distances and angles are collected in Table 2.1 for comparison with 

the crysta1 structure data. 





Table 2.1 Selected bond distances and bond angles for the crystal structure and optimized 
structure of [ ( M ~ ~ C ~ ) , Z ~ M ~ ] ' W ~ B  (c&)~]- 

Bond Distance (A) Angles (deg) 
Crystal Optimized Crystal Optimized 

S tructurea Structure S tructurea Structure 

a obtained from reference 7 

The calculated enthalpy for the methide abstraction reaction is reported in Table 2.2. 

These values were obtained by evaluating the energy differences between the neutral precursors 

and the contact ion-pair. Out of the systems examined in Table 2.2, the only experimental value 

reported is for the Cp2ZrMe2 precatalyst where a AHipf of -23.1 kcallmol was measured by 

titration calorimetry." The calculated value of -19.1 kcallmol is in reasonable agreement with this 

number. Another observation that can be made from Table 2.2 is that changing the metal center 

also does not cause significant changes in the abstraction energies. Abstraction from titanium pre- 

catalysts is 2 to 3 kcal/mol less favorable than from the zirconium pre-catalysts within the same 



ligand system. This is in reasonably good agreement with the difference of 1.3 kcal/mol obtained 

from experimental values for Me2Si(Me4Cp)(t-BuN)TiMe2 at -22.6 kcal/mol and M%Si(Me4Cp)(t- 

BuN)ZrMe;! at -23.9 kcal/mol. 

Table 2.2 Enthalpy change ( M i P o  for methide abstraction from the pre-catalysts by B(C6F5), 

-- - 

Catalyst Precursor AHipf gas phasea9b AHipf solutionab 

CpTiMe3 - 12.9 -12.2 
CpZrMe3 -15.7 -14.9 
H2S iCp(NH)TiMe2 -13.9 - 14.4 
H2SiCp(NH)ZrMez - 16.6 -17.5 
Cp2TiMe2 - 15.5 - 16.3 
Cp2zrMf32 - 19.1 -19.1 

a Corresponding to the process {L)2MR2 + B(C6Fs)3 + L2M(R)-(y-R)-B(C6F,), + AHipf 

Varying the ligands around the metal has a more pronounced effect on the abstraction 

enthalpy. The mono-cyclopentadienyl systems have the least negative abstraction energy, followed 

by the constrained geometry catalysts, and finally the bis-cyclopentadienyl systems. Ancillary 

lipnds can influence stability of the contact ion-pair relative to the neutral starting materials in two 

ways: (a) steric repulsion between the ancillary ligands and the anion aryl groups and (b) electronic 

stabilization of the metal center. The observed trend in AHipf is contrary to expectations when 

considering steric effect, as large anciliary ligands should hinder the approach of the bulky Lewis 

acid B(C6F& and thus rendering the abstraction less favorable. On the other hand, electronic 

factors are expected to have a strong influence as the optimized structure of the contact ion-pair 

suggests the formation of a cationic metal fragment and an anionic boron fragment. The charge 

density for the neutral precursors and the contact ion-pair is shown in Figure 2.3 for the mono- 

cyclopentadienyl titanium system. The charge density of the individual atoms are summed in such 

a way as to give the total charge of ligands or the functional groups attached to the metal or the 



boron. In the neutral catalyst precursor, a positive charge of 0.41 is concentrated on the titanium 

metal center, with the compensating negative charges provided by the organic ligands. The 

cyclopentadienyl ring is almost neutral while the methyl groups contribute about -0.15 each. In the 

neutral boron Lewis acid, the boron atom carries a positive charge of 0.1 1 while the compensating 

negative charge is distributed evenly over the aryl groups. In the ion-pair, the positive charge on 

the titanium remains relatively the same while the ligands on the titanium now carries significantly 

less electron density. The boron and the aryl groups all became significantly more negative than in 

the neutral precursor. The net result is a flow of electron density from the cyclopentadienyl ring 

and two of the methyl groups into the boron and pentafluorophenyl groups of the ion-pair with the 

metal fragment gaining a 0.40 positive charge that is compensated by a negative charge of the same 

magnitude on the boron side. 

cyclopentadienyl 0 . 0 ~  
I-: B 

0.4 1 
0.1 1 

c6Fs -0.04 cyclopentadienyl oSl3 
-0.15 c6Fs -0.03 Ti 
-0.15 methyl 

0.43 

rnernyl c6F5 -0.04 -0.07 -0.13 methyl -0.07 
p-methyl 
B 

-0.03 
-0.0 1 

C6F5 -0.09 
C6F5 -0.13 
C6F5 -0.15 

1 I 

methyl 
methyl 

- LL - -1 

Figure 2.3 Charge analysis of ligands and functional groups in the neutral precursors and 

ion-pair 



Replacing one methyl group with a nitrogen and a silicon bridge in the mono- 

cyclopentadienyl system produces the constrained geometry catalyst This results in the AHipf 

for methide abstraction being more negative by about 2 kcal/mol. The increase in exothermicity of 

the abstraction process for the constrained geometry systems as compared to the mono- 

cyclopentadienyl system is due to the fact that the nitrogen atom can serve as a better electron donor 

than a methyl group. Replacing a methyl group with a cyclopentadienyl ligand on the mono- 

cyclopentadienyl system to form the bis-cyclopentadienyl system provides an extra stabilization of 

4 kcallmol. This again can be attributed to the better electron releasing ability of the 

cyclopentadienyl Iigand. 

A more detailed study of the electronic effects of substituents on the ancillary ligands was 

conducted on the constrained geometry catalyst and the bis-cyclopentadienyl catalysts. Table 2.3 

shows the effect of substituting, the nitrogen atom in the constrained geometry catalyst with 

increasingly large alkyl groups. The enthdpy of methide abstraction slowly, but steadily becomes 

more negative beginning from the hydrogen substituted amine to the tea-butyl substituted amine as 

indicated by the AHipf values in columns two and three. Experimental values for this series of 

catalyst precursors have not been reported. However, a AHipf values of -22.6 kcallmol was 

measured for the Me2Si(Me4Cp)(t-BuN)TiMe2 precursor whose struetiire is very similar to the 

caIculated H2SiCp(t-BuN)TiMe2 system. Our calculated value of -18.0 kcal/mol is in better 

agreement with this experimental value than the -13.0 kcal/mol obtained previously from ab initio 

 calculation^.^^ A rough estimate of the electron donating ability of these substituents can be 

obtained by looking at the change in charge density that occurs in the transformation from the 

neutral precursor to the ion-pair. Column four in Table 2.3 represents the total charge on the 

amido ligand in the neutral precursor while the total charge of the same group in the ion-pair 

appears in coIumn five. In column six is the difference between the previous two columns and the 

positive number indicates a loss of electron density from the substituent. The observed trend 

corresponds to the electron donating ability of the substituents. 



Table 2.3 Enthalpy Change for Methide Abstraction and Total Charges for the Constrained 
Geometry Catalyst Precursor as a Function of Substitution on the Nitrogen Atom 

Change in 
R ' C AHipab AHi +b 

Total Charge Total Charge Charge 
CO~MO on neutral in Ion-Pair Density 

gas phase 

H -13.9 - 14.4 -0.2 1 -0.17 0.04 

Methyl -16.1 -16.4 -0.19 -0.13 0.06 

Isopropyl -16.9 - 17.0 -0.18 -0.12 0.06 

tert-Buty 1 -18.4 -18.0 -0.19 -0.10 0.09 

a Corresponding to the process {L)2MR2 + B(C6F& 4 L2M(R)-(p-R)-B(C6FS)j + AKipf 

b kcal/mol 

The precatalyst : {L)zMRz; "LI' : H2SiCp(NR1), where R' = H, methyl etc. 

The effect of methyl substitution on the cyclopentadienyl ligand was also investigated for 

the bis-cyclopentadienyl system and the results are summarized in Table 2.4. Experimental AHipf 

values for the methide abstraction for this series of precursors are available the numbers are 

reproduced in Table 2.4 for comparison. Although there are differences in the calculated and the 

experimental values, the observed trends are in agreement as both find that the abstraction enthalpy 

becomes more negative with increasing methyl substitution on the Cp rings. This again emphasizes 

the influence of electronic factors on the exothermicity of methide abstraction. The more substituted 

pentamethyl Cp ligand is a better electron donor, and therefore it is more effective at stabilizing the 

developing cationic center on the metal. The higher electron donating ability of methyl substituted 

cyclopentadienyl ligands have been demonstrated for a variety of different metal c e n t e r ~ . ~ - ~ 5 ~ - ~ ~  

The calculated value of -24.0 kcallmol for the 1,2-dimethyl zirconocene is in excellent agreement 

with the experimentally measured value of -24.3 kcal/mol, while the agreement for the 

unsubstituted zirconocene is poorer, but it is still reasonable. The major discrepancy between the 

calculations and the experiments appears in the AH value for the pentamethyl analog. The 

experimental values show a relatively small change of 1.2 kcal/mol between the unsubstituted and 



the 1,Zdimethyl zirconocene with a large gap between the L,2-dimethyl and the pentamethyl 

analog. On the other hand, the calculated values show a more even distribution with respect to 

methyl substitution. This is in line with previous measurements of ionization and oxidation 

potential where a more linear electronic influence was observed with increasing methyl 

substitution- 62-65 

Table 2.4 Enthalpy for methide abstraction as a function of substitution on the cyclopentadienyl 
ligand. 

Substitution on Cp 
~ H i ~ f e . "  
gas phase 

Pentarnethyl -27.5 -27.8 -36.7 

a Corresponding to the process {L)2MR2 + B(C6F& -, L2M(R)-(p-R)-B(C6FS)3 + AHipf 
b kcal/mol 
C Obtained from reference 1 1. 

2.2.2 Formation of Separated Ion-Pairs - Influence of the Anion on Olefin 

Complexa tion 

The potential energy surface for the formation of ion-pairs for the CpTiMe, catalyst 

precursor is shown in Figure 2.4. The energies reported include the treatment of solvent effects 

within the COSMO formalism. The formation of the contact ion-pair can occur via a methyl bridge 

([2]la-Ti) as implied by the crystal structures, but in some cases, metal fluorine interactions have 

been detected to suggest a fluorine bridged i~n-~air . ' '~ '  The structure and energy of the p-F ion- 

pair ([2]le-Ti) was investigated. In this co-ordination mode, two of the fluorine atoms on one 

aryl group is attached to the metal center in an non-symmetric bridge, similar to those observed for 

the crystal structure of ( M ~ ~ C ~ ) ~ Z ~ H - H B ( C ~ F ~ ) ~ . ~ ~  The Ti-F interatomic distances of 2.253A 

and 2.186& are significantly larger than the average terminal Ti - F bond distance of 1.823A 



found in the crystal structure of t e t r a f l u o r o - b i s ( ~ 5 - m e t h y l - ~ Y ~ l o p e n t a d i e ~ -  

tetrahydrofuran)-di-titanium.66 There is also a slight elongation of the pF-C distances to 1.371A 

and 1.377A from the average aryl C-F distance of 1.329A. The y-F ion-pair ([tile-Ti) is 

much higher in energy (15.4 kcallmol) than the y-Me ion-pair ([Zlla-Ti) for this particular 

system. This ion-pair (e) is of the same order of magnitude above the p-Me contact ion-pair (a) 

for all the other catalyst precursors investigated. Therefore, only the y-Me ion-pair (a) is 

considered in subsequent discussions. 

The complexation of the olefir1 to the metal center must take place in order for the ion-pair 

to initiate polymerization. One possible pathway for the formation of such a species is for the 

olefin to insert between the cation and the anion of the contact ion-pair, binding itself to the vacant 

co-ordination site on the metal. The optimized structure for this olefin separated ion-pair ([2]lb- 

Ti) is shown in Figure 2.4. The 3t bond of the ethylene is oriented parallel to the Cp ring with the 

two carbon atoms almost of equal distance from the titanium at 2.5 10A and 2.497A. The anion, 

MeB(C6F5)y, however, has been pushed away from the metal center. The Ti- y-Me distance is 

now 4.236A instead of 2.194A in the contact ion-pair ([2]la-Ti). For this particular system, the 

olefin separated ion-pair ([2]lb-Ti) is 13.5 kcallmol higher in energy than the sum of [2]la-Ti 

and ethylene. Although the structure suggests that the anion is only weakly associated with the sc- 

complex, further dissociation to an olefin complexed cation ([2]lc-Ti) and the anion requires 

another 16.4 kcal/mol. Complete dissociation of the contact ion-pair ([2]la-Ti) into the 'bare' 

cation c ~ T ~ M ~ ;  ([Zlld-Ti) and the anion MeB(C6F5)y is on the order of 50 kcaI/mol. It is 

worth mentioning that the present study looks at the olefin uptake process from a difference 

perspective than previous theoretical studies that did not consider the anion. In the latter cases, the 

olefin complexation energy was calculated to be exothermic because the reference energy is the 

'bare' cationic catalyst and ethylene. 28'L?33 In the present study it is endothermic by 13.5 kcal/rnol 

because the reference was ethylene and the contact ion-pair where the electrophilic metal center is 

stabilized by the counterion. 





The optimized structures for the CpZrMe3 system are very similar to those obtained for the 

titanium analog. The relative energies are also similar, with the exception that, relative to the 

contact ion-pair ([2]la-Zr), the other species on the potential energy surface are located about 2 

kcal/mol lower in energy than their corresponding titanium analogs. Another difference is that the 

olefin separated ion-pair ([2]lb-Zr) only 12.6 kcaL/rnol higher in energy than the contact ion-pair, 

and that dissociation into the completely separated cationic olefin x-complex ([2]lc-Zr) and the 

anion requires a further 18.3 kcai/mol. Where as in the titanium system it was 13-5 kcal/mol for 

the first process and 16.4 kcallmol for the dissociation, suggesting that the anion is bound more 

tightly to the zirconium olefin compIex than the titanium one. 

The relative energies of the olefin complexes and ion-pairs for the constrained geometry 

titanium precatalyst H2SiCp(NH)TiMe2 is shown in Figure 2.5. The potential energy surface for 

the zirconium analog, H2SiCp(NH)ZrMep has similar features and is therefore not reproduced. 

The behavior of these two systems with regard to olefin complexation is similar to that of the 

mono-cyclopentadienyl systems. The optimized structures are also similar to their mono- 

cyclopentadienyl counterparts. The contact ion-pairs ([2]2a=Ti and [2]2a-Zr) are connected by 

an unsymmetric methyl bridge. The M-Me distance is 2.162A for titanium and 2.340A for 

zirconium, while the Me-B bond distance is 1.634A for both metals. In both structures, two of 

the hydrogen atoms on the bridging methyl group are suff~ciently close to the metal that they 

provide agostic stabilization. The energy required to form the olefin separated ion-pairs ([2]2b-Ti 

and [2]2b=Zr) were similar to the mono-cyclopentadienyl systems at 14.3 kcallmol for titanium 

and 10.0 kcal/mol for the zirconium catalyst. The complete separation into the olefin complexed 

cation and the borate anion from this ion-pair requires another 16.7 kcal/mol for the titanium and 

20.0 kcal/mol for the zirconium. In contrast to the mono-cyclopentadienyl systems, the co- 

ordination mode where the ethylene lies in a plane parallel to the Cp ring was found to be the more 

stable conformer in both the olefin separated ion-pairs ([2]2b-Ti and [2]2b-Zr) and the cationic 

n-complexes ([2]2c-Ti and [2]2c-Zr). The complete dissociation into the co-ordinately 



unsaturated cations ([2]2d-Ti and [2]2d=Zr) with anion at infinite distance is again the most 

endothermic of all processes at roughly 50 kcal/mol in solution. 

The relative energies of the ion-pairs and separated ions for the Cp2ZrMe2 system 

resembles those of the Cp2TiMe2 system, therefore, only the potential energy surface for the 

titanium precatalyst is shown in Figure 2.6. The energy required for the formation of the olefin 

separated ion-pairs ([2]3b-Ti and [2]3b-Zr) is the smallest found of the three systems 

investigated: 6.1 kcal/mol for titanium and 8.2 kcaI/rnot for zirconium. Their structures are 

slightly different from those obtained for the previous two systems. The geometry of the cationic 

and anionic portions are similar, but the anion has turned in such a way that one of the aryl groups 

(instead of the methyl group) points toward the metal center. Further dissociation into the 

separated cationic olefin complexes ([2]3c-Ti and [2]3c-Zr) is endothermic by 18.1 kcal/mol for 

the titanium and 20.4 kcal/moI for the zirconium. The infinitely separated the cation ([2]3d=Ti 

and [2]3d-Zr) and anion lies 40.3 kcal/mol and 48.5 kcal/mol above the contact ion-pair for the 

titanium and zirconium, respectively. This confirms again that the co-ordinatively unsaturated 

cation is most likely non-existent in solution. 







2.2-3 Influence of the Solvent on Ion-Pair Formation 

The influence of the solvent on ion-pair formation was modelled by explicitly including one 

molecule of toluene to be treated quantum mechanically along with the solute. The potential energy 

surface for the formation of complexes and ion-pairs associated with the solvent for the mono- 

cyclopentadienyl titanium system appears in Figure 2.7. One molecule of toluene was added to the 

outside of the contact ion-pair ([2]la-Ti) to determine the short range solvent-solute interactions. 

This "solvation" does not cause notable changes in the relative stability compared to the contact 

ion-pair alone. The optimized structure of the solvated contact ion-pair ([Zllf-Ti) shows that the 

midpoint of the toluene aromatic ring is located 4.910 A from the titanium on the opposite side of 

the anion and in a plane perpendicular to the Cp ring. There is also no significant change in the 

geometry of the contact ion-pair moiety, suggesting little explicit interaction between the toluene 

and [Zlla-Ti. Further solvation of the contact ion-pair results in the formation of a solvent 

separated ion-pair ([2]lg-Ti) where the toluene molecule is located between the cation and the 

anion. As can be seen from the structure shown in Figure 2.7, the toluene adopted an $- co- 

ordination to induce a geometry similar to the bis-cyclopentadienyl structure for the cationic 

moiety. The anion has also turned in such a way that one of the aryl groups is pointing towards 

toluene. This ion-pair is 7.2 kcallmol higher in energy than the contact ion-pair (I211 a-Ti) and a 

free molecule of toluene in the gas phase, however, correcting for solvent effects brings it down in 

energy to be just slightly more stable than [2]la-Ti at -0.5 kcal/mol. Dissociation of the solvent 

separated ion-pair lead to the formation of the solvent complexed cation ([2]lh-Ti) and the anion 

MeB(C6F& which are 20.8 kcallmol less stable than the contact ion-pair ([2] la-Ti), indicating 

that the anion still provides significant stabilization to the toluene complexed cationic metal 

fragment. The relative energies of these toluene associated species are in agreement with 

experimental results performed on the pentamethyl-cyclopentadienyl Addition of 

equimolar amounts of (C5Me5)TiMe3 and B(C6F5)3 in a solution of hexaneltoluene (10: 1) resulted 



in the formation of a p-Me ion-pair that can be detected by 'H NMR spectroscopy. Addition of 

small amounts of toluene to a CD2C12 solution of this ion-pair resulted in partial (-30%) 

conversion to the [ ( C ~ M ~ , ) T ~ M ~ ( ~ ~ - M ~ C ~ H ~ ) ]  ~ ~ B ( c ~ F ~ ) ~  ] complex. 

The potential energy surface of the CpZrMe3 system (Figure 2.8) is similar to the titanium 

system with the exception that the toluene separated ion-pair ([2]lg-Zr) is now more stable than 

the contact ion-pair ([2]la-Zr) by 8.0 kcal/mol. This increase in stability over the titanium system 

has also been observed experimentally with the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl system. Addition of 

equimolar amounts of (Me5C5)ZrMe3 and B(C6F5)3 in a solution of hexaneltoluene (10: 1) resulted 

in almost quantitative formation of a [(M~~c~)z~M~~(~~-M~c~H~)][M~B(c~F~)~] complex that 

was isolated as a solid as opposed to the formation of the contact ion-pair in the titanium system. 66 

Further dissociation of this solvent separated ion-pair ([2]lg-Zr) into the solvent complexed 

cation ([2]lh-Zr) and the anion is endothermic by 20.4 kcal/mol in solution. 







The potential energy surface for the formation of complexes and ion-pairs in the presence of 

toluene is shown in Figure 2.9 and 2.10 for the constrained geometry systems H2SiCp(NH)TiMe2 

and I-12SiCp(NH)ZrMe2, respectively. The solvated ion-pairs ([2]2f=Ti and [2]2f-Zr) with one 

molecule of toluene treated quantum mechanically is much more stabilized than the mono- 

cyclopentadienyl system at -4.2 kcal/mol for the titanium and -5.2 kcal/mol for the zirconium. In 

these systems, the aromatic ring of the toluene is parallel to the Cp ring and is located below the 

cationic moiety of the contact ion-pair. The relatively large "solvation" energy obtained for the 

constraint geometry systems may be a result of substituting the ten-butyl group in the amido ligand 

with a hydrogen atom in the calculations. The absence of this bulky functional allows for a closer 

approach of the toluene molecule to the positive metal center, and thus increasing the solvent-solute 

interaction. The insertion of the toluene molecule into the contact ion-pairs ([2]2a=Ti and [2]2a- 

Zr) to form the solvent separated ion-pairs ([2]2g-Ti and [2]2g-Zr) is endothermic by 8.8 

kcal/rnol for the titanium while it is thermally neutral for the zirconium system. This is consistent 

with the much stronger toluene binding energy observed for the zirconium in the mono- 

cyclopentadienyl system. The dissociation into the toluene complexed cation ([2]2h-Ti and 

[2]2h-Zr) and anion requires 16.5 kcaI/mol and 16.7 kcal/mol for the titanium and zirconium 

respectively. 
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Figure 2.10 Toluene Complexed Ions and Ion-Pairs from the H2SiCp(NH)ZrMe2 Precursor 



The potential energy surface for the formation of toluene complexed ion-pairs is shown in 

Figure 2.1 1 and for the titanium bis-cyclopentadienyl system. The potential energy surface for the 

zirconium analog shows similar features and is therefore not shown. The solvated ion-pairs 

([2]3f-Ti and [2]3f-Zr) with one molecule of toluene attached is now in the order of 2.5 to 3.0 

kcal/mol more stable than the contact ion-pairs ([2]3a-Ti and [2]3b-Zr) suggesting that the 

explicit interaction between the contact ion-pair with the solvent toluene is larger than the rnono- 

cyclopentadienyl catalysts, but slightly smaller than the constrained geometry catalysts. The most 

marked contrast between these systems and the two discussed previously is the difference in 

stability of toluene separated ion-pairs ([2]3g-Ti and [2]3g-Zr), which now lies 20.3 and 17.1 

kcal/mol above the solvated ion-pairs ([2]3f=Ti and [2]3f-Zr). The main reason for the relative 

instability of these species with regard to their mono-cyclopentadienyl and constrained geometry 

analogs can be attributed to steric factors. The second cyclopentadienyl ligand takes up more room 

around the metal center than a methyl ligand or an amido ligand. The steric bulk of the second Cp 

ring prevents the approach of the toluene, resulting in an q2 rather than an q6 co-ordination mode. 

The combination of excess steric repulsion and the decreased electronic stabilization provided by 

the toluene makes the solvent separated ion-pairs ([2]3g-Ti and [2]3g-Zr) an unfavorable 

intermediate. Further dissociation into the completely separated toluene complexed cation ([2]3h- 

Ti and [2]3h-Zr) and anion causes a gain of only 10.2 kcal/mol for the titanium and 11.0 

kcal/rnol for the zirconium, suggesting that the anion plays a less stabilizing role than in the mono- 

cyclopentadienyl system 





2.2.4 Implications for the initial stages of ethylene polymerization 

The above data suggest that changes in the ancillary ligands of the catalyst precursor can 

have a strong influence on the possible mechanism for ethylene complexation. Two distinctively 

different pathways emerge from the study of the three catalyst systems examined. The first 

pathway is associated with the mono-cyclopentadienyl and the constrained geometry catalyst 

systems. These precursors were first investigated with the hypothesis that they would achieve 

higher catalytic activities than their bis-cyclopentadienyf counter parts. The reasoning behind this 

was that the activated catalysts would be more electrophilic and less sterically hindered, allowing 

for more facile complexation of the olefin.10 While this may be true for the "bare" cations like 

[2]ld and [2]2d, our calculations suggest that the initial complexation of the olefin to the contact 

ion-pairs ([2]la and [2]2a) is endothermic. Dissociation of the contact ion-pairs ([2]la and 

[2]2a) to produce the co-ordinatively unsaturated cations ([Zlld and [2]2d) was found to be 

highly endothermic and therefore, it is unlikely that these species will be present with an 

appreciable concentration in the reaction mixture. In fact, the energetics show that the species with 

the cation and anion at infinite separation are at least 14 kcal/mol higher in energy than their analogs 

with the anion still in the vicinity, stressing the importance of the counterion or co-catalyst. 

A proposed mechanism for the initial stages of ethylene polymerization based on our 

calculations is depicted in Figure 2.12. Starting from the neutral precursors, the most likely species 

that will form is the contact ion-pair. In toluene, this contact ion-pair can subsequently rearrange to 

the solvated ion-pair (step 1 of Figure 2.12) followed by the solvent separated ion-pair where one 

molecule of toluene is bound to the metal cationic moiety (step 2 of Figure 2.12). Both 

experimental evidence (as discussed in the above section) and the small calculated energy 

difference between the two species support that the contact ion-pair and the toluene separated ion- 

pair are in equilibrium. There are significant amounts of both species present for the titanium 

systems while the equilibrium lies far to the right (in favor of the toluene separated ion-pair) in the 

zirconium systems. Nevertheless, the formation of the toluene separated ion-pair should be 



reversible. Once at the toluene separated ion-pair, the possible reaction pathways are going back to 

the contact ion-pair or proceeding to the solvent separated ions. The pathway back to the contact 

ion-pair is energetically more favorable of the two processes. Therefore, there should be a non- 

zero (albeit small) concentration of the contact ion-pair in solution at all times to facilitate ethylene 

complexation (step 3 of Figure 2.12). Previous studies without the counterion have indicated that 

step 4 of Figure 2.12, where the complexed olefin inserts into the growing polymer chain, 

proceeds with little or no barrier.68 

Figure 2.12 Proposed mechanism of activation for the mono-cyclopentadienyl 
and constrained geometry precursors. 

The second mechanism is associated with the bis-cyclopentadienyl systems. The 

steps are related to the mechanism proposed for the mono-cyclopentadienyl and constrained 

geometry systems with the exception that step two is thermodynamically unfavorable, with the 

equilibrium lying far to the left. The steric bulk of the two cyclopentadienyl ligands prevents the 

co-ordination of the metal center with the toluene, making ethylene cornplexation a more favorable 

pathway. Activation of the catalyst precursor leads to the formation of the contact ion-pair and this 

will proceed directly to the olefin separated ion-pair as the steric hindrance provided by the two Cp 

ligands is less felt by the olefin because of its small size. Therefore, the bis-cyclopentadienyl 

systems should be the best catalyst of the three systems investigatd, consistent with experimental 

observations.7 This proposed mechanism for the bis-cyclopentadienyl systems contains similar 

features to the titanoceneIMA0 and zirconocene/MAO systems studied by Fusco et al. 39740 In their 



calculations, these authors found that the reaction of the metallocene with the co-catalyst to produce 

a 1: 1 contact ion-pair is an exothermic process. Subsequent olefin complexation with this contact 

ion-pair is an endothermic process due to the displacement of the counter-ion from the metal center. 

The present calculations and the work of Fusco indicate that olefin separated ion-pairs are key 

intermediates for olefin polymerization and confirms the hypothesis put forth by Brintzinger of the 

importance of the formation of olefin separated ion-pairs in the polymerization rnechanism.69 

The above proposed mechanisms are specific to polymerization that is carried out with 

toluene as the solvent. Different solvents have different co-ordinating abilities and therefore, will 

influence the relative stability of the solvent separated ion-pairs. The polarity of the solvent will 

also influence the relative stability of the complexed ion-pairs relative to the separated ions. The 

results of this study indicate that polymerization would be more facile in the presence of less co- 

ordinating solvents. A solvent with a higher dielectric constant would encourage charge 

separation, favoring the formation of solvent separated ions rather than ion-pairs. This would also 

help facilitate polymerization because the cationic metal center is more accessible to the incoming 

olefin. An earlier study by Eisch et al.70 on the Cp2TiCl2/A1Cl3 and Cp2Ti(CH2SiMe3)/A1Cl3 

systems have found that the dominant type of ion-pair present is dependent on the experimental 

conditions such as polarity and donor character of the solvent, concentration of the catalyst and 

temperature. Their results from polymerization studies suggested that the non co-ordinated cation 

is the most reactive, followed by the contact ion-pair, and finally the arene separated ion-pair if the 

reaction was performed in arene solvents. 

2.3 Concluding Remarks 

A density functional study was conducted on the methide abstraction by B(C6F5)3 form the 

mono-cyclopentadienyl, constrained geometry, and bis-cyclopentadienyl catalyst precursors to 

form a contact ion-pair. The calculations showed that the electron donating ability of the ligands is 

the most predominant factor in determining the enthalpy for the activation reaction. The higher the 

electron donating ability of the ligands attached to the metal center, the more negative the enthalpy 



of abstraction becomes. The steric bulk of the ligands plays a small, but still significant role in 

determining the magnitude of the enthalpy change. 

The reactions of the contact ion-pair with ethylene and with the solvent (toluene) was also 

investigated. The insertion of the ethylene into this contact ion-pair was found to be an 

endothermic process for all of the catalyst systems studied. The insertion of the toluene in between 

the contact ion-pair is exothermic for both of the mono-cyclopentadienyl systems and the zirconium 

constrained geometry catalyst, but endothermic for the titanium constrained geometry and both of 

the bis-cyclopentadienyl catalysts. The bis-cyclopentadienyl catalysts are predicted to have the 

highest activity in toluene based on the theoretical results of the present study. The steric bulk of 

the Cp rings prevents the approach of the toluene, making complexation with the ethylene more 

favorable. In general, catalysts with large ligands should be more effective in polymerizing small 

olefins in bulky solvents, For catalysts with less steric bulk, such as the mono-cyclopentadienyl 

and constrained geometry catalysts, co-ordination with the toluene is more favorable than with the 

ethylene. These catalysts would show better performance in less co-ordinating solvents. 



Chapter 3 
Activation of the Metallocene Precursor (1,2Me2Cp) 225 rMe2 by 

different Cocatalysts : A DFT study 

3.1 Introduction 

While the previous chapter dealt with the activation of different pre-catalysts 

by the activator B(C6F5)3, this chapter deals with the activation of the lone metallocene 

precursor (1,2Me;?Cp);?ZrMe2 by different cocatalysts, leading to the formation of the ion- 

pair. The cocatalysts include boron based compounds [B(CgFg)3 and its derivatives, 

indicated as type [3]1 in this chapter], aluminium compounds [model compound for M A 0  

and other compounds, indicated as type [3]2] and compounds of the type [CPh3]+[A-] 

[type 1313; A- = B(CgFg)4- and other compounds]. For the type 1313 activators, the 

activation, i.e. extraction of the methide group from the (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 precatalyst, is 

done by the trityl cation, [CPh3]+, and then the anion A- forms the ion-pair with the cation 

(lY2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+, as shown in equation 3.1 below. The ion-pair thus formed does not 

have a methide bridge, unlike the ion-pairs formed with activators of the type [3] 1 and 

[3]2 and the ones discussed earlier in the previous chapter. 

The process of activation, leading to the formation of the ion-pair, has been 

discussed earlier with the enthalpy of ion-pair formation having been defined as AHipf. 

The ion-pair thus formed can then separate to form the separated cationic and anionic 

species, as shown before. The enthalpy for that process can be defined as the enthalpy of 

ion-pair separation, m i p s  : 



The formation of the solvent (toluene) separated ion-pair species from such ion- 

pairs is also investigated, the compounds being analogous to the toluene separated 

compounds discussed in the previous chapter. The enthalpy of the formation of the solvent 

separated species is defined as AHss 

S = Solvent, toIuene 

Based on the values of AHipf, AHips9 and AHss obtained for each of the ion-pair 

systems, the relative abilities of the three types of cocatalysts in activating the precatalyst 

1,2Me2Cp)~ZrMe2 will be discussed and conclusions will be drawn on their effect on 

catalyst performance. Examples of the structures of the three different types of cocatalysts 

are shown in Figure 3.1. 



Figure 3.1 Examples of the three different types of activators studied. 



3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Catalyst Activation using Boranes. 

The activation of the precatalysts (1,2-Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 by B(CgFg)3 ([3]la) to 

give the ion-pair [(I ,2-Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+[Me B (C6F5)3]- ([3]Ia) has been studied 

experirnental~y.~-g The crystal structure of the ion-pair that was obtained from these studies 

revealed that the cation was attached to the anion by a (p) Zr-Me-B bridge. The Zr-Me 

(bridging) bond was found to be 0.15 A longer than the terminal Zr-Me distance. Further, 

the terminal B-C distances in B(CgFg)3 were found to be only slightly longer (0.03 A) 

than the bonds in the anionic B(C6Fs)3Me- species. 

The obtained calculated structures are sirniliar to those obtained experimentally. The 

optimised ion-pair is shown below in Figure L. A comparison of selected bond angles and 

bond lengths with the corresponding values in the crystal structure are given below in Table 

3.1. The comparison of the optimised B(C6F5)3Me- anion ([3]1a1) and the neutral co- 

catalyst [3]la reveals that the three C-B-C angles in the neutral co-catalyst are all roughly 

equal to 120 degrees while the corresponding angles in the bound anion are decreased to 

1 13 degrees in order to accomodate the methide group. The B-C distances in the anion are 

also found to increase to 1.62 A in the anion from 1.54 A in the neutral for the same 

reason. The enthalpy of ion-pair formation "AHipfn for [3]Ia was calculated to be -23.8 

kcal/mol which compares very favourably with the experimentally7-* determined value of 

-24.0 kcalfmo t . 



Figure 3.2 LDA optirnised structures of the [(I ,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+@(CgFg)3 Me]- 
contact ion-pair 



Table 3.1 Selected experimental and calculated bond distances (A) and bond angles for 
contact ion-pair [3]Ia. 

Distancesb Expt-a Calc. Bond Expt-a Calc. 
~nglesb 

Zr-C2 

zr-c3 

Zr-Cq 

Zr-Cg 

Zr-Cg 

Zr-C1o 

Zr-C11 

Zr-C12 

Zr-C 16 

Zr-C38 

B-C38 

B-C43 

B-C45 
- - 

a Ref. 7 

b For the numbering scheme see Figure 3.2. 

Changes in the electronic density due to the formation of the ion-pair from the 

precursors was anaiysed by conducting a charge analysis on the precatalyst, [3]la and the 

ion-pair [3]Ia. The scheme for the charge analysis shown in Figure 3.2. The total charge 

on each of the functional groups was calculated by adding the charge present on each atom 



of the functional group. The total charge on the functional groups was calculated for the 

precursors as well as for the ion-pair formed. The charge analysis underlines a distinct flow 

of electron density from the neutral catalyst precursor to the borane-anion in the ion-pair. 

The total charge on the cyclopentadienyf rings increased from around -0.90 to about -0.75 

in the ion-pair. The positive charge on the boron atom decreased from 1-03 in the neutral 

precursor to 0.71 in the ion-pair. The negative charge on the CgFg rings increased from 

-0.34 in the neutral precursor to about -0.45 in the ion-pair. It is clear that the co-catalyst 

activator B(C6F5)3 is quite effective in withdrawing electron density from the pre-catalyst 

and this explains why the stability of the subsequent ion-pair formed is quite high. Our 

charge analysis is consistent with a formulation of the contact ion-pair [3]Ia as [(1,2- 

Me2Cp)2ZrMe]q+WeB(CsFg)3]4- with q=0.85. 

Pre-catal yst + Co-catalyst - Ion-pair 

Zr 2.70 

Cp ring -0.90 

Cp ring -0.89 

Methyl -0.45 

Methyl -0.45 

Z r  2.73 

Cp ring -0.77 

Cp ring -0.75 

Methy i -0.35 

Methyl -0.20 

B 0.7 1 

C6F5 -0.44 

Figure 3.3 Charge analysis of ligands and functional groups in the neutral precursors and 

ion-pair for the [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+p(C6F5)3Me]- system. 



Varying the number of fluorine atoms in the co-catalyst was found to have a 

significant effect in the value of AHipf. Deck et all1 had experimentally determined that the 

polymerisation activity decreased with the decrease in the number of fluorine atoms in the 

co-catalyst. We optimised the structures [3]Ia-f and calculated the value for AHipf for 

each case. The results are summarized in Table 3.2. The value of AHipf was found to 

increase almost linearly with the number of fluorine atoms contained in the co-catalyst-The 

polymerisation activities determined by Deck et all are also shown in the  Table. A graph 

of AHipf against the number of fluorine atoms is shown below in Figure 3 -4. 

Table 3.2 Formation energies (AHipf) for methide bridge ion-pairs containing borates. 

Co-caMyst Ion-Pair AHipf Cdc- b,c AHi pf Expt.a.c Activity 
formed 

B(C6F5)2{C6H3(CH3)2) - [3lld C3lId - 18.0 - 10.8 3-4 *lo5 

B(C6H5)3 - D]le 131Ie -6.7 -- 

B(C10F7)3 - C311f VlIf -25.8 - 

a Obtained from reference 1 I. 

b Corresponding to the process : (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 + A -. (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe-(~-Me)-- 
-A + AHipf. 

Ethylene polymerisation Activities. 

(mol caralyst)-l(ahn ~ 2 ~ 4 ) - l  h-I 



r 

Number of fluorine atoms 

Figure 3.4 Plot of the enthalpy of ion-pair formation against the number of fluorine 
atoms for a series of ion-pairs with borates as the co-catalyst. 

The electron-withdrawing effect of the fluorine atoms is quite clear from the graph - 

the increase in acidity of the boron centre with the addition of more fluorines was found to 

lead to greater stability of the ion-pair formed. The resultant increased charge separation 

between the ions in the ion-pair would also facilitate the separation of the ions in solution. 

This would explain the higher polymerisation activity of ion-pair systems with more 

fluorine atoms in the co-catalyst, as experimentally observed by Deck et al.11 and shown in 

Table 3.2. A charge analysis was conducted along the same lines as in the case of [3]Ia for 

each co-catalyst. It was found that the flow of charge decreased with increasing 

replacement of the fluorine atoms by hydrogens. A "relative" charge flow index is 

displayed in Table 3.3 - here we see the difference in charge of a C6F5 group in a neutral 

precursor B(C6F5)2A (where "A" would be C6F5, C6H3F2 etc.) compared to the charge 

of the same C6F5 group in the corresponding anion. It is quite clear from the table that 

increasing the number of fluorine atoms has a decisive effect on increasing the charge flow. 



Table 3.3 Total charge on C6Fg-Group in neutral co-catalyst (A) and corresponding ion- 
pair (1,2-Me2Cp)~ZrMe-(p-Me)-A 

Charge (Co- Charge Charge FlowC 
Co-catalyst A catalyst A)a (Ion-Pair D]I)b 

B(C6F5)3 -0.34 -0.48 -0.14 

B(C6F5)2C6H3 F2 -0.36 -0.47 -0.1 1 

B(C6F5)2C6H5 -0.38 -0.46 -0.08 

a Total average charge on each C6FS-group in neutral co-catalyst A. 

b Total average charge on each C6E-group in ( 1,2-Me2Cp)2ZrMe-(p-Me)-A. 

Total average flow of charge to each C6F5-group on ion-pair formation. 

One way of improving the activity (and -AHipf) of the co-catalyst would be to try 

and increase the number of fluorine atoms in the co-catalyst. This strategy has already been 

used by Li et ai.10 in substituting perfluorophenyl groups by perfluoronaphthyl groups. 

Despite the steric problems associated with increasing the size of the co-catalyst, thereby 

making it more difficult to approach the pre-catalyst, this tris(#3-perfluoronapthy1)borane 

co-catalyst ([3]lfj was found to improve catalyst performance. Calculations were done on 

the [3]lf-P system. The AHipf was determined to be -25.8 kcalfmol (Table 3.2) which 

shows that this co-catalyst would indeed be more effective in extracting the methide goup 

from the pre-catalyst. 

3.2.2 Aluminum based Co-catalysts 

To date the structure of M A 0  remains unknown. Harlan et ai.j tested 

experimentally a hexameric ( fBu~10)6 unit as a three dimensional model for MA0 and 

found that it reacted exothermically at room temperature with Cp2ZrMe2 to give an 

activated ion-pair complex. We have, in-line with the experimental work of Harlan et ~ l . ~ ,  

employed the hexameric species (MeA10)6 ([3]2a) as a model for MA0 in the reaction 

with (1,2-Me~Cp)2ZrMe2 to produce the ion-pair [3]IIa of Figure 3.4. The activation 



occured with the cleavage of one A1-0 bond in the model co-catalyst [3]2a, followed by 

coordination of the cationic zirconium centre to oxygen and migration of one methyl group 

from zirconium to aluminium. In the optimised ion-pair structure, Figure 3.4, the Zr-C 

bond distance has increased to 4.6 A and the AI-C distance adopts the normal bond distance 

for a AI-C bond of 1.9 A. The A1-0 distance has increased from the normal bond length of 

1.8 A in [3]2a to 3.34 A [3]IIa so as to facilitate the activation. The key geometrical 

features of the optimised ion-pair [3]IIa compares well with the corresponding parameters 

in the experimentally determined5 ion-pair structure resulting from the reaction between 

(%AlO)6 and CpZrMe2. 
h 

C31- 

Figure 3.5 Structure of the contact ion-pair formed with MA0 as the co-catalyst 



The charge analysis of the ion-pair and the precursors is interesting - it shows that 

there is a flow of charge to the upper ring of two A1-0 hexagons. From a 0.0 charge in the 

neutral species, the upper ring acquires a charge of -0.3 1 while the lower ring acquires a 

charge of -0.14. This charge flow in the upper ring is three times the charge flow in the 

corresponding B(CgFg)3 case, indicating that the charge transfer for the activation using 

M A 0  is much more effective than for the boron co-catalysts studied. The scheme for the 

charge analysis involving the MA0 system with pre-catalyst , cocatalyst [3]2a and ion- 

pair [3]IIa is shown below in Figure 3.6. 

Pre-catal yst + Co-catalyst - Ion-pair 

2.70 Upper AlOMe Ring 0.00 
Zr 2.73 

Zr - 

Cp ring -0.90 

Cp ring -0.89 

Methyl -0.45 * 

Methyl -0.45 

Lower AlOMe Ring 0.00 
Cp ring -0.83 

Cp  ring -0.82 

Methyl -0.34 

Methyl -0.28 

Upper AlOMe Ring -0.3 1 

Lower AlOMe Ring -0.14 

Figure 3.6 Charge analysis of ligands and functional groups in the neutral precursors and 

ion-pair for the [(I ,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+@lAOMe]- system. 

The value for AHipf was calculated to be -15.9 kcal/mol which compares 

reasonably well with the experimentally obtained estimate of -10.9 kcal/mol.~~ The 

relatively low value for -AHipf can be attributed to the cost of cleaving completely one Al-0 

bond. The boron equivalent of MA0 -"MBO1' ([3]2b) was constructed by replacing the 



aluminum atoms with borons in the 3D model used for MAO. Ion-pair formation with 

MBO was also done to test the ability of [3]2b to act as a co-catalyst The value of -AHipf 

was calculated to be 22.3 kcallmol which is higher than for the corresponding MA0 model 

[3]2a, indicating that it might be a better co-catalyst than MAO, if it can be synthesized. 

The aluminium analogue of B(C6F5)3, Al(C6F5)3 ([3]2d), was also examined as 

a co-catalyst. The value ofAHipf was calculated to be -30.3 kcallmol, which means that the 

ion-pair formed is about 6 kcallmol more stable than with B(C6Fs)3. The reason for this 

increased stability is the stronger Zr-C (bridging) bonding in the AI(CgFg)3 case. The Zr-C 

(bridging) bond was found to be shorter (2.373) in comparison to the Zr-C (bridging) bond 

(2.41 1) in the ion-pair formed with B(CgFg)3. 

We have finally looked at the possibility of AIMe3 acting as a co-catalyst since the 

reaction between AIMe3 and Cp2ZrMe2 as well as Cp2ZrCl2 has been studied by Siedle er 

a[. 12 The reaction between (1,2-Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 and AlMe3 to produce the ion-pair 

[3]IIC is only slightly exothermic with AHipf = -8.05 kcallmol. Thus, entropy would 

easily overcome the small favorable ion-pair formation energy and drive the equilibrium 

towards the two neutral constituents (I92-Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 and AlMe3. It is quite clear that 

AIMe3 would do a poor job as a catalyst activator. The small charge flow to the "anion" 

formed in [3]IIc also bears out this view. Thus according to our charge analysis [3]IIc 

should be formulated as [(1,2-Me2Cp)2ZrMe]q+[AIMe4]9- with q= 0.48. Structural data 

for all the contact ion-pairs with a methide bridge are given as supplementary material. 



Table 3.4 Formation energies (AHipf) for methide bridge ion-pairs without borates 

Ion-Pair m i p @  calc. AHipf e ~ p t . ~  Co-catal y st Formed kcaVmo1 kcaVmol 

MA0 - [3]2a [3]IIa -15.9 - 10.9 

MBO - [3]2b [3]IIb -22.3 -- 

AIMe3 - [3]2c [3]IIc -8.1 - 

Al(CgF5)3 - [3]2d [3]IId -30.8 -- 

a Obtained from reference I I. 

Corresponding to the process : (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 + A + (1 2MezCp)2ZrMe-(p-Me)-A 
+ AHipf. 

3.2.3 Ion-Pair Dissociation - Contact Ion-pairs with a Methide Bridge 

We have calculated the energy (mips)  required in toluene to separate completely a 

number of methide bridged contact ion-pairs ([3]Ia, [3]If, [3]IIa-[Id) into [(1,2- 

Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+ and [AMel- according to eq. 3.2, (Table 3.5). The required energy is 

substantial in all cases with AHips = 38.0 kcal/mol (A = B(CgFg)3 ) and M i p s  = 43.6 

kcai/mol (A = B(CloF7)3 ) for the borane systems at the lower end and AHips = 69.2 

kcallmol for A = AIMe3 at the upper limit. In the intermediates range are AHips = 46.9 

kcal/mol (A = MBO), AHips = 48.3 kcal/mol (A = AI(C6Fg)3) and m i p s  = 57.0 kcai/mol 

(A = MAO). The trend correlates to some degree with the size of AMe- and its ability to 

approach the cation without too much steric congestion. Thus AHips is largest for A = 

AIMe3 where steric repulsion might be at a minimum in the contact ion-pair and smallest 

for A = B(C6Fg)3, B(CloF7)3 where steric congestion is highest. The generally large 

values calculated for AHips in the case of the contact ion-pairs ([3]Ia, D]If, [3]IIa=IId) 

can in part be athibuted to the strength of the zirconium-methide bond. We know from 



calculations from the previous chapter that isomers to [3]Ia in which the borate is bound 

to zirconium through flourines rather than the methide group are higher in energy. 

The calculations would indicate that a complete separation of the methide bridge 

contact ion-pair into (1,2-Me2Cp)zZrMe+ and the AMe- anion is unlikely. Deck er a1.8 

have measured an enthalpy of activation of 24.2 kcaUmol for a dissociation process in 

which the methide group in the contact ion-pair [3]Ia is completely transferred from 

zirconium to boron. Our caIculations would indicate that this process is unIikely to be the 

complete ion separation of Eq. 3.2 for which we calculate a value of AHips = 38.0 

kcallmol. We shall later show that the process observed by Deck et a1.8 might be consistent 

with the formation of a solvent separated ion pair according to eq. 3.3. 

Table 3.5 Enthalpy of ion-pair dissociation (AHips)a for contact ion-pairs with a methide 
bridge. 

Ion-Pair AHips.b Calc 
Co-catalyst Formed 

MBO - [3]2b [3]IIb 46.9 

a Corresponding to the process ( Cp2M(Me)-(p-Me)-A )solv + ( [ C P ~ M M ~ ] + ) ~ ~ ~ V  

+([MeAl-)solv + AHips. 



3.2.4 Ion-Pair Dissociation -Contact Ion-Pairs without a Methide Bridge 

We have also considered the complete separation of the contact ion-pair 

[(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+[A]- according to the process 

where [(I ,2MeZCp)2ZrMe]+[A]- is formed in the reaction between (lV2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 

and the activator [CPh3 ]+A-. The calculated values for AHips of eq 3.4 are shown in Table 

3.6 in the case of A- = B(CgFg)4-; AI(CgFg)4-; (C2BgH 11)2Co- ;  and 

[t~uCH2CH(B(C6F5)2)2H]-. This choice reflects key prototypes currently used in 

experimental studies of [CPh3]+A- activators. 

Table 3.6 Enthalpy of ion-pair dissociation (AHips)a*blc for C=contact ion-pairs without 
a methide bridge. 

Ion-Pair AHips Calc. 
Counterion Formed 

a Corresponding to the process ( [Cp2M(Me)]+[AMel-   sol^ + ([Cp2MMel+)solv + 
(IMeAl-Isolv + AHips. 

cThe solvent is toluene. 



The [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+[A]- systems are in general found to have a lower 

dissociation energy (AHips) than the methide bridged contact ion-pairs due to the larger 

steric bulk of A- in comparison to AMe- as well as the lack of a zirconium-methide 

interaction in [( 1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+[A]-. 

The ion-pairs formed from the borates B(C6F5)4-  ( [ 3 ] 3 a )  and 

[ t ~ u ~ ~ 2 C ~ ( ~ ( C 6 F 5 ) 2 ) 2 H ] -  ([3]3d) have the lowest ion-pair dissociation energies of 

AHips = 22-06 kcal/mol ([3]3a) and AHips = 26.7 kcal/mot ([3]3d), respectively. They 

are, aside from Coulombic forces, held together by two weak Zr-F interactions. The Zr-F 

contact distances were found to be 2.56 A which is much longer than a regular Zr-F bond 

length of 2.14 A. The low value for the AHips calculated would account for the high 

polymerisation activity21 observed for ion-pair systems with B(C6Fs)4- as counterion-The 

low N i p s  value of the anion [3]3d suggested by Li er a1.16 is presumably because of its 

large size. Williams et al. 18 have recently developed similar borate anions. Substituting 

boron in [3]3a with aluminum in [3]3b increased the value of AHips by around 4 

kcal/mol, primarily because the flourines on [3]3b are more negative and thus better able 

to coordinate to the electrophilic zirconium center. The anion AI(CgFs)4- has not been 

synthesized. However, AI(C 12Fg)3F- has been examined by Chen er al. l7 

Carborane anions have been used successfully as A- in [CPh3]+[A-] and 

phNMe2a+[A]- type activators by Hlatky et al.15 We have carried out calculations on the 

ion contact ion-pair ([3]IIIc) formed between [(C2B gH 1 1 )2Co]* ( 1 3 1 3 ~ )  a n d  

(1,2Me~Cp)2ZrMe+. It follows from Table 3.6 that the ion-pair dissociation energy 

(Mips of eq. 3.4) for [3]IIIc is the highest among the contact ion pairs without a methide 

bridge. We attribute this to a strong Zr-H interaction with a contact distance of 2.0 A. It is 

possible that the introduction of per-halogenated c a r b ~ r a n e s l g - ~ ~  would reduce AHips. 

Structural data for all the contact ion-pairs without a methyl bridge are given as 

supplementary material. 



3.2.5 Influence of Solvent on Ion-Pair Separation - Implicit Effect 

The bulk influence of the solvent on the energy of complete dissociation (AHips) 

has been studied for a number of contact ion-pairs, as shown in Table 3.7. The dissociation 

energies (AHips) were evaluated for three different solvents of increasing polarity - toluene 

( E  = 2.379), chlorobenzene (E = 5.7 1) and 1,2-dichlorobenzene (E = 9.93) and compared to 

the AHips values determined for the gas phase. Solvent effects were included within the 

continuum approximation by employing the conductor-like screening model (COSMO) due 

to ~ la rn t j3  as implemented in the ADF program.54 It follows from Table 3.7 that AHips is 

reduced by 50% in going from the gas phase to the non-polar toluene solvent, and another 

50% in going from toluene to the polar 13-dichlorobenzene solvent The dependance of 

solvation energies53954 on the dielectric constant epsilon suggests that adding more polar 

solvents than 1,2-dichlorobenzene will reduce AHips only marginally. Siedle et all2 found 

that using dichloromethane (E = 9.08) allowed them to activate Cp2ZrMe2 by M A 0  

whereas MA0 had failed as a co-catalyst (activator) in toluene (E = 2.379). 



Table 3.7 Influence of solvent on the calculated ion-pair dissociation energjr (AHips)ab- 

Co-catal yst Ionpair Gas-phase Toluene Chloro - 1,2-dichloro- 
benzene benzene 

B(C6F5)3 -C3Ila C3IIa 81.6 38.0 23 -4 22.5 

B(C10F7)3 -[3Ilf C3IIf 77.9 43.6 27.7 22.8 

M A 0  - [3]2a [3]IIa 101.8 57.0 34.5 30.2 

MBO - [3]2b [3]IIb 9 1.4 46.9 26.6 20.4 

AIMe3 - [3]2c [3]IIc 110.8 69.2 41 -6 35.1 

a Corresponding to the process ( Cp2M(Me)-(p-Me)-A )solv ([Cp2MMel+)solv 
+([MeAl-)solv + AHips. 

3.2.6 Influence of Solvent on Ion-Pair Separation - Explicit Effect 

Deck et a1.8 employed NMR to detect a process in which the methide group in 

[3]Ia is completely dissociated from the zirconium metal centre. The process was 

determined to have a dissociation energy of 24.2 kcal/mol in toluene. Our much higher 

calculated AHips value of 38.0 kcal/mol (in toluene) would indicate that the process 

observed by Deck et a[.8 is different from a complete ion-pair dissociation (eq. 3. 2). 

An a1 ternative process accounting for the dissociation of the zirconi um-methide 

bond involves the formation of the solvent separated ion-pair (eq.3.3) in which a solvent 

molecule (S) is sandwiched between two counter-ions. There is experimenta170 and 

theoretical36 evidence to support such an explicit role of a single solvent molecule. Thus 

Eisch et a170were able to use NMR to demonstrate the formation of [Cp2TiMe]+-S- 

[AlCl4]- when Cp2TiMeCI-AlCl3 was added to arene solvents. In this section we shall 



Figure 3.7 LDA optimized structure of the solvent separated ion-pair formed by the 

[( 1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+p(C6Fs)3 Me]- system in to1 uene. 

The energies (AHss) required to convert the methide bridge species [3]Ia-[3]f and 

[3]IIa-[3]IId into solvent separated ion-pairs are tabulated in Table 8. The optimized 

structure for the species [3]Iat related to [3]Ia is displayed in Figure 3.5. We find in 

general that the formation of a solvent-separated ion-pair (AHss) for this class of species is 

more facile than the full ion-pair separation process (AHips) by 15-20 kcal/mol. For the 

dissociation of the zirconium-methide bridge in [3]Ia to form [3]Iaf we find a value 



(Table 3.8) ofAHSs = 18.7 kcallmol which compares reasonably well with the zirconium- 

methide dissociation energy of 24.2 kcal/mol observed by Deck et a!.*- 

Table 3.8 Enthalpy of formation of solvent separated ion-pair ( A H ~ ~ ) ~ * c  formed from 
contact ion-pairs with a methide bridge. 

Sep- AHss Calc. AHss Expt.a 
Co-catalyst Ion-Pair 

B(C6F5)3 - [3]la [3]Ia1 18.7 24.2 

B(Cl0F7)3-C3Ilf C311f1 18-9 - 

MA0 - [3]2a [3]11a1 32.4 -- 

MBO - [3]2b [3]IIbf 25.3 -- 

AlMe3 - [3]2c [3]IIcf 35 -3 -- 

Al(CgFg)3 - [3]2d [3]IId' 20.58 -- 
- -- . - . - 

a Ref. 11 

Corresponding to the process ((1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe-(p-Me)-A)so~v + S 
+ ( [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+-s-fCH3A]- )solv + AHips 

The contact ion-pairs without a methide bridge ([3]IIIa-(3lIIId) are also seen to 

prefer separation by a single solvent molecule (AHss) to complete dissociation of the 

counter-ions (AHips), Table 3.9. Interestingly, for the borates [B(CgF5)4]- and 

[tB u C H ~ C H ( B  c ~ F ~ ) ~ H ] -  the formation of [3]111a1 and [3]IIId1, respectively, is 

exothermic. Thus the borate based species [3]IIIa-[3]nId can be expected to exhibit the 

highest degree of separation among all the investigated contact ion-pairs. The value of 

AHss is close to zero (0.8 Kcal/mol) for the [P1-AI(CgFg)4-] and 7.5 kcallmol for 

carborane [ ( C ~ B ~ H I  1)2Co]-. Thus, [3]IIIb and [3]IIIc can be expected to exhibit a 

high degree of separation as well. 



Table 3.9 Enthalpy of formation of solvent separated ion-pair  AH^^)"^ formed from 
contact ion-pairs without a rnethide bridge. 

Counterion 
Solvent AHss Calc. 

S ~ D  Ion-oair 

a Corresponding to the process ( [Cp2M(Me)J+[AMel- )solv +S 

( [CpzMMe]+-S-meA]- )solv + AHips- 

3.2.7 Coordination of Solvent in Arene Separated Lon-Pairs 

Deck et a1.8 have measured the enthalpy of activation for the dissociation of the 

zirconium-methide bond in [31Ia for three different solvents - toluene, chlorobenzene, and 

1,2-dichlorobenzene. We have optimized the corresponding solvent separated ion-pair 

geometries for [3]Ia and calculated the related separation enthalpies AHss. In the case of 

toluene the solvent binds to the zirconium through a q2 coordination of two carbons in the 

arene ring. For chloro benzene and 1,2-dichtorobenzene there are two possibilities - the 

solvent can coordinate to zirconium in an q2 fashion as in toluene or it can coordinate 

through the chlorine(s). Both of these possibilities were investigated for these two 

solvents. The results are surnmarised in Table 3.10. The optimised q and q2 structures 

for the solvent separated ion-pairs with chlorobenzene [[3]IIIatt(i) and [3]IIIat'(ii)] 

are shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 respectively. For chlorobenzene it was found that 

the solvent preferred to coordinate through the chlorine (q 1 coordination). However, the 



112 coordinated conformer was only slightly less stable. The energy required to form the 

solvent separated ion-pair for the q l case was 15.1 kcallmol while the corresponding 

energy required to form the r12 conformation was 15.4 kcallmol. Thus, it is to be expected 

that the two conformers could exist in equilibrium with each other. For I,2- 

dichlorobenzene, however, the r12 coordinated ion-pair structure was found to be more 

stable than the q 1 corformation by 2.1 kcallmol. The q 1 coordination is less favourable for 

1,2 -dichlorobenzene (-0.20). The Zr-CI bond distance is dso greater (2.69 A) for 1,2- 

dichlorobenzene than for chlorobenzene (2.67 A) 

Table 3.10. Enthalpy of formation of solvent separated ion-pair  AH^^)^ for ion-pair 
[3]Ia in three different solvents 

Solvent SoIvent Sep 
Ion pair A H s ~  Calc. AHss Expt.' 

C6H5CH3 [3]Ia1 18.7 24.2 

(ql) -D5Clb [3]Iaf' (i) 15.1 11.0 

(112)c6~5~lc [3]Ia " (ii) 15 -4 11.0 

(q 1) 1,2-CgDqC12b [3lIa' ' ' (i) 15.9 12.0 

(r12) 1,2-CgDqC12c [3]Ia"'(ii) 13.8 12.0 

a Obtained from reference 1 I. 

b Coordination through one chlorine. 

Coordination through two carbons. 

kcallmol, 



[3]Iat ' (i) 

Figure 3.8 LDA optimized structure of the solvent separated ion-pair formed by the 

[(I ,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+~(CgF5)3Me]-systern in chlorobenzene, with the solvent 

coordinating through the chlorine. 



[3]Ia1 '(ii) 

Figure 3.9 LDA optimized structure of the solvent separated ion-pair formed by the 

[(I ,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+@(C6Fs)3Me]- system in chlorobenzene, with the solvent 

coordinating through two carbons of the benzene ring. 

3.3 Concluding remarks 

A DFT based study has been carried o ~ t  on the reaction between the olefin 

polymerisation pre-catalyst (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 and a number of Lewis Acids (A) to form 

the methide bridged (contact) ion-pair (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe-(p-Me)-A ([3]L) (eq 3.1). The 

acids include the boranes (B(CgFg)3 ([3]la); ( B ( C G F ~ ) ~ ( C ~ H ~ F ~ ) )  ( l b ) ;  

(B(C6F5)2(C6H5)) ([3llc); (B(C6F5)2(C6H3(CH3 )2) ([3] ld);  (B(C(jH5)3 (Dl le); 

B(C 10F7)3 ([3]lf); as well as (MeA10)6 ([3]2a); (MeB0)6 ([3]2b); AIMe3 ([3]2c); 



and Al(CgFs)3 ([3]2d). The charge separation between the (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+ and 

MeA- fragments in 1311 was calculated for all A and it was found that the charge 

separation as well as -AHipf (negative of the formation enthalpy) increases through the 

series [3]le, [3]lc, [3]lb and [la] with the number of fluorine atoms. A good 

activating Lewis acid (A) has the equilibrium shifted strongly from the pre-catalyst and A 

towards 1311, and this is the case for all A except [3]le and [3]2c. 

Also considered was the complete dissociation in solution (toluene) of [3]I into the 

counter-ions [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+ and [AMel- with the dissociation enthalpy &Hips as 

well as the formation from [3]I of the solvent separated ion-pair (S = toluene) 

[(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+-S-[AMeI- with the reaction enthalpy AHss. The two types of 

separation processes have both been postulated as the second and final step in the activation 

of the pre-catalyst. It is concluded that the formation of [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMeltS-[AMel- is 

the more likely separation process. Consideration has also been given to the influence of 

solvent polarity on the separation processes with S = toluene, chlorobenzene and 1,2- 

dic hloro benzene. 

Finally discussed are AHips and AHss for the ion-pair (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+[A]- 

([3]III) with A- = B(C6Fg)4-, [3]3a; Al(C6Fg)4-, [3]3b; [CzBgH 1 1)2C0 I-, 1313~; 

and { t B u C H 2 C H [ ~ ( ~ 6 ~ 5 ) 2 ] ~ ] - ;  [3]3d; where Dl111 is formed from the reaction of the 

pre-catalyst (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 with the activator [C(C6H5)3+ ][Ae]. It is found that 

[3]1II type ion-pairs are easier to dissociate than 1311 held together by a methide bridge. 

The formation of olefin separated ion-pairs for these systems, analogous to the 

ones considered in Chapter 2; the competition of the same with the solvent separated ion- 

pair species, and other competitive processes possible in solution are considered in the 

next chapter. 



Chapter 4 
A DFT Study of the Competing Processes Taking Place in 

Solution during Polymerisation 

4.1 Introduction 

We have, in the previous chapter, looked at the relative abilities of different 

cocatalysts and counterions in activating the pre-catalyst (1,2Me2Cp)zZrMe~ to produce 

the cationic catalyst species (lY2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+ in solution. However the cation once 

formed may not be readily accesible to the dkene monomer, leading to monomer insertion 

and hence to polymerisation. Experimental s t u d i e ~ L o ~ ~ - ~ ~  have revealed that insertion can 

be inhibited by the competition for the vacant cationic site by the other species present - the 

neutral catalyst precursor, the activator or the solvent, as shown in Figure 4.1. These 

competing species can complex to the cation and form dormant products that would have to 

be dissociated before insertion can proceed. The reaction leading to the formation of such 

dormant compounds is shown below in Eq. 4.1, with 'D' representing the species 

coordinating to the cation in solution : 

AH@ = Enthalpy of dormant product formation 



Monomer 

Solvent 

Figure 4.1 Possible competitors for the vacant coordinate site in the cationic 

catalyst [( 1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]f 

Moreover, from the results obtained in the previous chapter, it was clear that the 

total dissociation of the ion-pair formed during activation was an energetically unfavourable 

process. Hence a possible route to the formation of dormant complexes could be via the 

dormant species D inserting into the ion-pair and coordinating to the cation, thereby 

forming a sandwiched compound (equation 4.2). The compound thus formed can then 

dissociate to form the separated anion and the dormant complex [(Cp)2MMe+] [Dl 

(equation 4.3) 



Formation of dormant complexes, as discussed in eqs. 4.1,4.2 and 4.3 above can 

explain why the activity of the catalyst systems is low at the beginning of the 

polymerisation process, as has been experimentally observed.71-73 For polymerisation to 

occur, the olefin present in solution has to compete successfully with the other species in 

solution. The olefin monomer can also form analogous oiefin separated sandwich 

complexes prior to insertion into the metat-alkyl bond. A study of the enthalpy of forming 

such sandwiched ethylene complexes (AHes) and a comparison of the same to the AHsp 

values for the corresponding ion-pair systems can provide an insight into the relative 

competing abilities of the different species in solution. 

This chapter focusses on these competing reactions in solution and attempts to 

develop an understanding of the different processes that might be taking place at the start of 

the polymerisation. 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 Formation of Dormant Products before Monomer Insertion 

The formation of dormant products between the catalyst and other species present 

in solution (eq. 4.1) was studied to determine the feasibility of the formation of such 

compounds. Marks et a1.10 reported the formation of the dormant cationic (y) complex 

([4]Ia1) between the cation (1,2-Me2Cp)zZrMe+ (P') and the precursor (1,2- 

Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 ([4]la). The crystal structure of the cationic complex was used as the 

starting point of our geometry optirnisation calculations for this dormant complex. The 



optimised geometry is shown below in Figure 4.2.The structure obtained was found to be 

comparable to the experimental structure obtained by Marks et. al. The methyl bridging the 

two metal centres was found to be equidistant from the two zirconium metal centres. The 

Zr-C(bridging) bond length was 0.15 A longer (2.39 A) than the corresponding terminal 

Zr-C bond length.(2.25 A). Furthermore the two Cp rings on one Zr metal centre were 

found to be rotated approximately 90 degrees with respect to the Zr-(p)C-Zr bond to avoid 

steric interaction with the other two Cp rings. A comparison of selected bond angles and 

bond lengths with the corresponding values in the crystal structure are given below in Table 

4. L. 

Figure 4.2 LDA optimized structure of the [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+- 
[(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]2 dormant complex. 



Table 4.1 Selected experimental and calculated bond distances (A) and bond angles for 
contact ion-pair [4]Ia 

Di stancesb Expta Calc. Bond ExptSa Calc. 
Anglesb 

a Obtained from reference 10. 

For the numbering scheme see Figure 4.2. 

The  value of AHdpf for the formation of [4]lat was calculated to be -25.2 

kcal/mol. The complex formed between the cation Pt and the co-catalyst, B(CgF5)3 

([4]lbt), solvent CgHgCH3 ([4]lc1) and TMA ([4]ld1) were also optimised to 



determine the enthalpy of formation of these complexes with the cation. The results are 

shown below in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Enthalpy of formation of dormant products (hHdp)a*b from the coordinated 
complex for species [4]la to [4]1d. 

Species Com~Iex AHdp 
Formed Calc.a,b 

(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 -[4] la [ 4 ]  Ia ' -25.8 

a Corresponding to the process (1,2MeCp)2ZrMe+ + ID] + [(1,2Me~Cp)2MMef] [D J + 
AHdp 

The values of AHdp for [4]Ib1 and [4]Ict [-lo. 1 kcal/mol and -9.9 kcallmol 

respectively] show that the formation of these compounds would not be very favourable 

processes. Therefore the co-catalyst and the solvent are not expected to be as effective in 

competing for the catalyst site as the counterion, pre-catalyst or TMA (AHdp = -25.5 

kcal/mol). The optimized complex formed with TMA is shown below in Figure 4.3. In this 

case the 4 centred bridge complex was found to be the more stable structure for the 

complex, instead of the p-methyl bridged complex. This is in agreeement with the 

structures observed experimentally23 by NMR spectroscopy. The significant value of 

AHdp for the formation of this compound [4]Id1 bears out the view that TMA can be an 

inhibiting agent in catalyst systems activated by MA0 or in systems where it is used as a 

scavenger. 



Figure 4.3 LDA optimized structure of the [( 1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]+-AlMe3 

dormant complex 

The enthalpy for the formation of the ion-pair from the cation and the counterion 

B(CgFg)3CH3- ([4]la) was determined to be -38.2 kcal/mol, as discussed earlier in 

Chapter 3. This implies that for any of the other species discussed above to dislodge the 

anion [4]la completely from the ion-pair and make the dormant species would be 

thermodynamically unfavourable, given the numbers obtained in Table 4.2. However the 

competing species, D, can coordinate to the cation in the presence of the anion, as shown 

in eq.4.2, forming sandwiched compounds. The possibility of formation of such a 

sandwiched compound with TMA is discussed later. However in systems with bigger 



counterions [eg. B(CgFs)4- (1413s) etc.] where the enthapy of formation of the ion-pair 

from the cation [4]Pf and the anion is of the range 25-30 kcal/mol, the formation of such 

inhibiting compounds by completely dislodging the anion from the vicinity of the ion-pair 

may well be a possibility. 

4.2.2 Complexes formed after Ethylene Monomer Insertion 

Compounds [4]Iaf and [4]Id1 had been observed, as stated earlier, by X-Ray 

analysis, but Tritto er ~ 1 . ~ 3  did not observe the corresponding dormant complexes after the 

insertion of one, or more, monomer units into the zirconium - methyl bond. This was 

explained by assuming that the dormant complexes formed after insertion of the monomer 

were less stable. We tested this hypothesis by optimising the complexes ([4]la1' and 

[4]ldM) formed from the reaction between the pre-catalyst [4]la and TMA with the 

cation, after insertion of one ethylene monomer into the zirconium-carbon bond to form the 

propyl chain. The other two competing species - co-catalyst and solvent - were not 

considered because the calculations with the [4]Ib1 and [4]Ic1 complexes formed with 

such compounds had shown that they are not strong competitors for the cationic site. For 

the geometry of the cationic complex [4]Id1' three possible ways of coordination of TMA 

to the cation were considered. One mode of coordination was through the two methyl 

groups, forming the 4-centred bridge complex [4]IdW(iii), sirniliar to the structure 

studied earlier before monomer insertion ([4]Idt). The other structure considered was the 

(p) methyl bridged complex [4]IdM(ii), stabilised by a beta-agostic interaction, and the 

(p) methyl bridged complex without a beta agostic interaction [4]ldM(i). The structures 

considered for the three possibilities are shown below in Figure 4.4. Calculations showed 

that [4]IdM(iii) was more stable by about 3.9 kcallrnol in comparison to [4]IdM(ii) and 

by about 7.8 kcal/mol in comparison to [4]Idf1(i). Hence the enthalpy of formation of the 

structure [4]IdM(iii) was used to determine the values of AHdp. For the case of the 

precatalyst P, two structures were considered, as shown in Figure 4.5 - the (p) methyl 



bridged complexes with and without a beta-agostic interaction. ([4]Ia1'(ii) and 

[4]IaM(i) respectively). The Ccentred bridge structure was not considered as i t  was clear 

that high steric hindrance would make that a highly unstable structure. Calculations 

showed that the structure [4]Ia1'(i), without beta-agostic interactions, was 8.4 kcal/mol 

more stable than [4]Iaq1(ii). Hence the formation of the complex was considered to 

determine the value of AHdp. The results are shown in Table 4.3. The values indicate that 

the [4]Iaf1 and [4]IdH complexes are indeed less stable than the corresponding [4]Ia1 

and [4]Id1 complexes by about 10 kcal/rnol. This implies that though the formation of 

such complexes cannot be ruled out, it is possible that with the increase in the size of the 

dkyl chain, the stability, and hence the competing ability, of the dormant complexes 

formed in solution is decreased, 

Table 4.3 Enthalpy of formation of dormant products (AHdp )a,b from the coordinated 
complex for the species [4]1a and [4]ld, after the insertion of the ethylene monomer. 

Species Complex ~ ~ d p ~ a l c - a ~ b  
Formed 

( 1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 - [4]la [4]Ia t '  -14.5 

a Corresponding to the pr.3cess (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMet + [Dl -. [(1,2Me2Cp)~ZrMe+] [Dl 

+ AHdp 

kcal/mol. 





" (i) 

Figure 4.5 Possible modes of coordination of the precatalyst, [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe]2, to 
the cation [(I ,2MgCp)2ZrPr]+ 



4.2.3 Formation of Sandwiched Compounds 

The possibility of one of the competing species present in solution inserting between 

the cation and the anion to form sandwiched complexes, with the cation coordinating to the 

pre-catalyst , solvent or  TMA (eq.4.2) might be a feasible route to forming dormant 

complexes. This type of sandwiched compounds were investigated in the previous chapter 

for certain ion-pair systems with the solvent toluene as the sandwiched species. From the 

values of the AHdp obtained and shown in Table 4.2, it is clear that the formation of such a 

compound is more likely when the sandwiched species is TMA or the pre-catalyst. Naga el 

aZ.26 experimentally obtained this type of complex for the ion-pair [(I ,2Me2Cp)2ZrMef 1 

[B(C6Fg)3CH3-l7 when using TMA as a scavenging agent. The formation of such a 

complex ([4]Id1) was studied for the ion-pair [4]Ia with TMA as the sandwiched 

species. The enthalpy of formation of [4]Idf (AHsp) was determined to be 4.4 kcallmol 

which would imply that this type of compounds can readily be formed in solution. The 

formation of a sirniliar complex with the precursor as the sandwiched species was not 

studied due to size Limitations, but it is clear from the similar values of AHdp for the 

formation of the products [4]la1 and [4]ld1, studied earlier, that the enthalpy of 

formation of such compounds would be quite similiar. 

The marginally endothermic value of AHsp obtained (4.4 kcallmol) for this process 

shows that the formation of such compounds is a distinct possibility for such ion-pair 

systems. Furthermore, the subsequent dissociation to form the anion [4]la and the 

dormant complex of the cation with TMA ([4]ldr) takes an additional 14.6 kcallmol. If 

one takes entropic effects into account, this may be a feasible reaction and this may indicate 

a likely process to form dormant complexes such as [4]ld1 (and, by inference, [4]laf) 

in solution. 



4.2.4 Ethylene Separated Ion-Pairs 

The formation of dormant complexes of the type [4]Idt in solution seems likely, 

judged from the value of AHsp obtained in the previous section. In the previous chapter, 

we had looked a t  the the formation of sandwiched species involving the solvent toluene. 

However, if the polymerisation process has to proceed, then the monomer has to compete 

successfully with the solvent and the other species for the vacant coordinate site. That is, it 

should be able to complex with the cation prior to the insertion into the zirconium-carbon 

bond. In such a case, analogous to the solvent, pre-catalyst and TMA separated ion-pairs, 

we would get an ethylene separated ion-pair species. We looked a t  the possibility of such a 

competition by studying sandwiched compounds formed with ethylene as the monomer. 

Olefin separated ion-pairs have been studied and reported earlier in Chapter 2. For reasons 

of comparison we studied the formation of olefin separated ion-pairs for a group of four 

systems - two with methyl bridges and two without. The geometry of the ethylene 

separated ion-pair ([4]IIIA) formed with the B(CgFg)4- anion is shown below in Figure 

4.6. The enthalpies for the formation of the ethylene separated ion-pair systems (AHes) are 

shown in Table 4.4, along with the corresponding results for the enthalpies of the 

formation of the solvent -separated ion-pairs (AHss) for the same systems (reported earlier 

in Chapter 3). The results show that the values of AHes are smaller than the corresponding 

AHss values by about 5 kcal/mol for all the ion-pairs studied. In the case of the B(CgF5)4- 

anion, the formation of the olefin separated ion-pair is actually exothermic, with the AHes 

being around -1 1 kcal/mol. 



Figure 4.6 LDA optimized structure of the ethylene separated ion-pair complex 

[( 1 2Me2Cp)2zrMe+I-C2U- [B (C6F5)4-I 



Table 4.4 Enthalpy of formation of ethylene separated ion-pair  AH^^)'^" and the solvent 
separated ion-pair (AHss)b" for anions la-4a with the cation P'. 

Counterion AHes Ca1c.b.c AHss Calc.bc 
Formed 

a Corresponding to the process [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+j[AMe-] + Et -r 
[( 1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+]-Et-FreA-I + AHes (Et = ethylene) 

CCorresponding to the process [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+][AMe-] + S + 

[( l92Me2Cp)2ZrMe+]-S-NA-] + AHss (S = solvent,toluene) 

One can conclude from this that for all the ion-pairs ([4]Ia - [4]IVa) studied, the 

ethylene would 'win' in the competition for the vacant site with toluene. However, in the 

case of TMA and the ion-pair [4]1a, the value of AHSp was found to be 4.4 kcal/rnoI as 

opposed to 1 I kcal/mol with ethylene for the same system. Therefore, species like TMA or 

the pre-catalyst may form more stable sandwiched complexes than ethylene. However, the 

T M A  (as a scavenging agent in the ion-pair system [4]Ia) would be present in 

significantly less amounts than ethylene and the concentration of the pre-catalyst would 

decrease with time. Hence it is likely that with the passage of time, the ethylene would be 

the chief moiety binding to the cationic site and polymerisation will not be inhibited in 

systems using borates as counterions. This could be a possible explanation for the 



enhancement in the activity of polymerisation that occurs with the passage of time in most 

polymerisation ~ysterns.~1-~3 

4.2.5 Comparison of Complexes of Ethylene Coordinated from Different 

Directions to the Counterion 

The approach of the ethylene towards the ion-pair can take place from three different 

directions - as shown in Figure 4.7 below. The Approaches I and 2 in Figure 4.7 would 

lead to the formation of the sandwiched complexes, prior to insertion, similiar to the 

complexes [4]1A-[4]IVA studied in the previous section. The Approach 3, on the other 

hand, would lead to the formation of a z complex with the ethylene coordinated to the 

cation on the other side of the anion. In this case the reaction would be similiar to an S N ~  

reaction, with the ethylene disptacing the weakly bound anion from the other side and 

moving the cyclopentadienyl (Cp) rings in the process. The possibility of formation of such 

two different n; complexes was considered for the ion-pair [4]IIIA : the sandwiched n 

complex {[4]IIIA(i)) and the n complex formed from Approach 3 ([4]IIIA(ii)). The 

analogous complexes formed when the dkyI chain bound to the metal centre is ethyl instead 

of methyl, were also considered. This was done keeping in mind future work to be done in 

ethylene uptake and insertion, as it had been shown in previous studies with the naked 

cation687 74-75 that the ethyl chain is the least length of the alkyl chain that has to be 

considered when analysing ethylene uptake and insertion processes. The ~c complexes 

formed in this case {[4]IIIA1(i) and [4]IIIAf(ii) are shown below in Figure 4.8 for the 

two cases. 

From the values obtained, it was found that the ethylene n complex formed by the 

coordination from the opposite side [4]IIIA(ii) is more stable by 4.5 kcalfmol than the 

sandwiched n complex [4]IIIA(i). This implies that the coordination from the opposite 

side (Approach 3) may be the preferred route to olefin complexation. The extended chain 

(ethyl) complexes [4]IIIaf(ii) is more stable than [4]IIIa1(i) by about 3.5 kcal/mol. 



One would conclude that Approach 3 would be the preferred approach, as a displacement 

of the anion by the ethylene moeity, (as would be required from Approaches 1 and 2) 

would be difficult due to the large steric repulsion that would have to be overcome between 

the ethylene molecule and the aryl groups on the counterion, as has been concluded by 

findings of Lanza et al.36 

A study of the structures [4]IIIA1(i) and [4]IIIA1(ii) shows that the dihedral 

angle formed between the centroid C1 of one of the cyclopentadienyl (Cp) ligands, the 

zirconium atom , the alpha carbon of the chain and centroid C2 is -153.8 degrees in the 

complex [4]IIIA1(i) while it is +140.1 degrees in the complex [4]IIIA1(ii). This 

difference of 66.1 degrees in the dihedral angles for the two cases reveals the moving of 

the Cp ligands in the case of Approach 3 to accomodate the ethylene molecule, showing its 

similarity to an S@ type reaction. 







4.2.6 Solvent Effects on Loss of Counterion From the n-Complex 

The total dissociation of the counterion [4]3a from the ethylene coordinated 

complex leading to the formation of the naked cationic complex [4]Ptf' and the free anion, 

as shown earlier in Eqn. 4.3, was calculated for both the complexes [4]IIIAt(i) and 

[4]IIIAf(ii). The significance of studying this reaction is that if the enthalpy of the 

dissociation for this reaction is not high (i.e. in the region 10-15 kcal/rnol), then entropic 

effects would ensure that such a reaction would be feasible and then, in such a case, the 

loss of the counterion from the vicinity of the cationic site would be expected to occur. The 

enthalpy for the dissociation was considered in three different solvents : toluene (E = 

2.3791, chlorobenzene (E = 5.71) and 1,2-dichlorobenzene ( E  = 9.93). The results are 

sumrnarised in Table 4.5. For the complex [4]IIIAt(i), the value of AHts in toluene 

(14.3 kcal/rnol), is at the limit where dissociation can be predicted to occur. With the 

increase in the dielectric constant, the enthalpy decreases so that for chlorobenzene (AHts = 

3.2 kcal/mol) and for 1,2-dichlorobenzene (AHtS = 0.3 kcal/mol), it can be said with a fair 

degree of confidence that dissociation would definitely occur and the counterion would 

dissociate itself and no longer be present near the cation during the process of 

polymerisation. In the case of the complex [4]IIIA1(ii), the values of AH& are higher 

by about 3.5 kcal/mol, in the case of all the three solvents, than for the corresponding 

complex [4]IIIAt(i). This is due to the slightly greater stability of the n complex formed 

in this case in comparison to the sandwiched complex. From the results, it is clear that if 

solvents of lesser dielectric constants like toluene or cyclohexane are considered, the 

counterion is likely to remain near the cationic catalytic species [4]P1" during the insertion 

process. Hence a study of the insertion of ethylene into the metal-alkyl bond should take 

the presence of the counterion into account. 



Table 4.5 Enthalpy of total separation of the ethylene cornplexed compounds  AH+^ in 
three different solvents for the complexes [4]111Af(i) and [4]IIIA'(ii). 

So lven t   AH^,^ for [4]IIIA(i)  AH^^^ for [4]IIIA(ii) 

C6H5CH3 14.3 16.1 

a Corresponding to the process [(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMefEt] [AMe-] -. 
[( l,2Me2Cp)2ZrMetEt]+ w e - ]  + AH6 

4.3 Concluding remarks 

A DFT based study was conducted on the reaction between the cation 

(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMef ([4]P') and the different species that can be present in solution, 

forming dormant products (eq. 4.1) that would have to be dissociated before catalysis can 

proceed with the monomer . The ion-pair system that was studied for this process was 

[(1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMef ]-[CH3B(C6F5)3-] (Ia) and the species in solution studied that could 

coordinate to the cation [4]P1 were the precatalyst (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2, the co-catalyst 

B(CgFg)3 , solvent C6HsCH3 and AlMe3 (TMA). The values of AHdp (enthalpy of 

dormant product formation), obtained for the different species, showed that the precatalyst 

and TMA may be strong competitors for the vacant coordinate site. The value of -AHdp 

for the formation of similiar dormant products for these two species with the cation 

(1,2Me2Cp)zZrPr+ ([4]P1') decreased by about 10 kcal/mol showing that the possibility 

of formimg such complexes decreases after insertion of one or more monomer units into 

the zirconium-alkyl bond. 

Also considered was the possibility of a separation process for the ion-pair 

[( 1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+]-[CH3 B(C6Fs)3]- ([4]Ia) with the insertion of TMA between the 

ions leading to a dormant sandwiched complex.[(l,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe+J-TMA- 

[CH3B(CgFg)3]-([4]Id') with the reaction enthalpy AHsp. The low vaiue of AHsp (4.4 



kcaI/mol) obtained makes this a possible process in solution and indicates a possible 

pathway for the formation of the dormant product [(L92Me2Cp)2ZrMe+]-TMA ([4]ld1). 

The formation of the corresponding sandwiched ethylene separated ion-pair species 

was considered for the ionpairs formed with the cation [4]Pt and the counterions 

B(C6F5)3CH3-  ([4l la) ,  B ( C I O F ? ) ~ C H ~ -  ([412a), B(C6F5)4- (1413a) and 

[(C2BgH11)2Co]- ([4]4a) with a formation enthalpy of AHes- A comparison between the 

values of AHes and AHss (enthalpy of formation of the corresponding solvent -toulene- 

separated complex) shows that the ethylene would be preferred to the solvent in such cases. 

However a comparison between AHes and AHsp for the ion-pair [4]Ia shows that TMA 

(and by inference, the pre-catalyst) may be better coordinators to the cation in such 

sandwiched complexes and can inhibit the catalysis process in the initial stages of the 

polymerisation. 

Finally discussed are the possible modes of uptake of the ethylene by the cation in 

the presence of the counterion. The uptake leading to the sandwiched x complex 

[4]IIIAr(i) and the n complex with the ethylene coordinated to the opposite side, 

[4]IIIA1(ii) were considered and a comparison of their relative stabilities shows that the 

ethylene complex [4]IIIAt(ii) was stabler by about 11 kcal/mol in comparison to 

[4]IIIA1(i), implying that the approach of the ethylene to the cation from a direction 

opposite to the counterion may be the preferred route to uptake and subsequent insertion. 

The energy of dissociation of the anion from the n complex was calculated in three different 

solvents: toluene (E = 2.379), chlorobenzene (E = 5.7 1) and 1,2-dichlorobenzene (E = 

9.93). For the complexes [4]IIIA1(i) and [4]IIIA1(ii), the value (around 15.0 

kcallmol) obtained for the dissociation of the anion B(C6Fg)4- ([4]3a) in toluene indicates 

that in the case of non-polar solvents like toluene dnd cyclohexane the counterion is likely 

to remain near the catalyst during the process of polymerisation. Hence the influence of the 

counterion has to be taken into account while studying the catalysis process. On the other 

hand, for more polar solvents like chlorobenzene and 1,2-dichlorobenzene, the low values 



of AHts (less than 5 kcal/mol) indicate that the counterion is likely to dissociate and not be 

around the cation when polymerisation is taking place. 



Chapter 5 

Summary and Future Prospects 

Experimental studies7-*- 21-24 have shown that the presence of the counterion and 

the solvent can significantly affect the catalyst performance during olefin polymerisation. 

The objective of this thesis was to present a study of the effect of these species on the 

catalytic activity of pre-catalysts of the type {L)2MR2 {where L = ligands of the type Cp 

etc. and R = alkyl; groups like methyl etc.) 

The second chapter focussed on the activation of different such pre-catalysts by the 

cocatalyst B(C6F5)3. Three different types of pre-catalysts were investigated : mono- 

cyclopentadienyl, constrained geometry and the bis-cyclopentadienyl systems. The 

calculations showed that the electron donating ability of the ligands is the most predominant 

factor in determining the enthalpy for the activation reaction and reinforced the experimental 

observation7 that the bis-cyclopentadienyl systems would be the best catalysts of the three 

systems investigated. The formation of olefin and solvent separated ion-pairs was found to 

be distinct possibilities for ail the three systems. 

The third chapter considered the activation of the lone bis-cyclopentadienyl catalyst 

precursor (1,2Me2Cp)2ZrMe2 by a variety of boron (type I)  and aluminium (type 2) based 

cocatalysts. These co-catalysts had been experimentally found to be effective activators. A 

third type of activator - [CPh3f][A-] (type 3) {where A- : B(C6F5)4- etc.) - was also 

considered. The results indicated that using activators of type 3 would lead to the most 

effective polymerisation systems. The total dissociation of the ion-pairs leading to the 

formation of the cation and the separated anion was found to be thermodynamicaIIy 

unfavourable in comparison to the partial separation of the ion-pair and the insertion of the 

solvent (toluene) to form solvent separated ion-pairs, consistent with the findings from the 

second chapter. The ease of dissociation was found to improve in solvents of greater 

polarity. 



The fourth chapter was a study of the competing processes, between the different 

species present in solution, for the vacant site in the cationic catalyst (1,2Me2Cp)~ZrMef 

during the early stages of the polymerisation. The results showed that the species TMA 

(trimethyl aluminium) and the pre-catalyst could potentially form dormant species in 

solution. The stability of such dormant species was however, found to be reduced with the 

increase of the length of the alkyl chain associated with the catalyst The relative stabilitiees 

of olefin (ethylene) and solvent separated species was also considered for different ion-pair 

systems, and the formation of the olefin separated ion-pair systems was found to be more 

favourable for all the cases considered. Calculations showed that the total separation of the 

counterion from the ethylene complexed ion-pairs was unlikely in solvents of low polarity, 

like toluene. 

The results obtained from the work make it clear that the counterion and the solvent 

play an important role during the early stages of the olefin polymerisation using rnetallocene 

and related single site catalysts. One conclusion that can be drawn from the study is that 

the counterion has to be as non-coordinating to the cation as possible, if i t  is to be easily 

dissociated to allow the olefin to reach the vacant coordinate site. Hence an improvement 

that suggests itself is the employment of larger and more weakly coordinating anions to the 

cation. Such anions have been experimentally investigated16-18 and the results that have 

been obtained suggest21 that this does indeed Iead to an improvement in catalyst 

performance. It is also clear from the study that the polarity of the solvent can be important 

in influencing the processes that occur after ion-pair formation. Using solvents of greater 

polarity (like chlorobenzene and 1,2 dichlorobenzene) can Iead to greater ease of 

dissociation of the counterion from the cation and thereby facilitate the polymerisation 

process. 

Investigations in the second chapter revealed that the bis-cyclopentadienyl systems 

would be the best catalysts in toluene. However, there has been recent experimental activity 

to discover new zirconium and titanium based catalyst systems that do not contain 



cyclopentadienyl rings as ligands.76=18 Theoretical investigations, sirniliar to those done for 

the metailocene systems in this work, could provide interesting results about the relative 

abilities of these systems to act as effective catalysts. 

This study was limited to the investigation of the processes occuring in solution at 

the start of the polymerisation process : the activation of the precatalyst and the competing 

processes in solution after formation of the cationic catalyst. Future theoretical studies that 

can be considered would be the study of olefin uptake and subsequent insertion into the 

metal-alkyl chain, in the presence of the counterion. One can predict a barrier to olefin 

monomer uptake in the presence of the counterion, due to the need of the olefin monomer 

to displace the counterion from the cation. This would be an improvement on previous 

theoretical studies involving only the naked cationa~74-75 where no uptake barrier has been 

observed. A molecular dynamics simulation of the uptake and insertion processes should 

also provide insightful results. 
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